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As We See It
The Preservation
of Inspiration

The youth made a visible effort to
shrink. "N-no sir. You told me not
to."
"Shit!" said the Great Artist. "It
was the best thing I've ever done."
I was present at that concert. I
was in fact the kid who was told not
to record it. It was a memorable
performance - one that many people
would have enjoyed rehearing for
years, from a recording. Performances like that don't happen often,
and they almost never happen in
recording sessions. They are a result
of two things: the players and the
audience are both "up," and each
senses the other's mood and responds to it. The hackneyed phrase
"charged with electricity" describes
quite aptly what happens.
A seasoned concertgoer can often
predict when it is going to happen.
Almost
invariably
the
barometric
pressure is high. And before the
concert the audience noise is a low
but steady buzz rather than a deep
silence punctuated by coughs, throat
clearings and program rustlings. The
audience is primed. Its members want
to enjoy. It only takes a modest
contribution from the players to start

A
world-renowned
musician
had
scheduled an appearance as guest
soloist with the string quartet in
residence at a certain university.
When he arrived he noticed a pair of
microphones arrayed over the small
stage
and,
following
the
wires,
located a college student backstage
next to a tape recorder and a pair of
headphones.
Rearing himself to his full and not
inconsiderable height, he fixated the
youth with a withering stare and said
"There will be NO recording."
The recordist said "But I always
record these concerts. Ido it for the
players. They like to evaluate their
performances afterwards."
"When Iplay with them," said the
Great Artist, "there is no recording."
"Yessir," said the kid, and shut
his recorder off.
After
the
concert,
the
star
soloist hurried backstage looking for
the college kid. He found him rolling
up cables.
"Hey kid, did you record me?"
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the audience feeding back its approval,
to
which
the
musicians
respond with even greater elan, and
voila! a memorable concert.
Many
such
performances
are
actually riddled throughout with minor
fluffs, which audience and players
quickly forget while remembering all
the things that went right. But some
are almost note-perfect, and as such
constitute performances which could
have been collectors' items if only
they had been recorded.
I remember the time I heard a
broadcast of the New York Philharmonic with Leonard Bernstein conducting
Shostakovich's
5th
Symphony,
which
literally
gave
me
goosebumps. (It is now well known in
audio circles that no matter how I
may seem to be keeping my cool, my
forearm shorthairs give me away
when I hear something that gets to
me.) I had not bothered to tape it
because that was the period when
Lenny seemed to have become jaded
with music, turning out one quirky
turkey after another. But after that
concert 1 talked to several people
who had been in Lincoln Center that
night, and all told me it had been one
of
those
electric
evenings.
The
performance was never commercially
released.
I remember also the time I heard
the Boston Symphony at Tanglewood
with Charles Munch doing the orchestral suite from Berlioz' "Damnation
of Faust." It was — pardon the
expression — electrifying. The audience and the players fed on each
other like praying mantises, except
that both were filled and neither
devoured. After the performance, the
audience applauded the orchestra,
the orchestra applauded the conductor, the conductor applauded the
orchestra, and Iwent home with sore
hands.
Next, day I hied me to my
favorite record store and bought the
recording - on RCA, with the same
orchestra and conductor.
It was
awful. Quite apart from a lousy
mixing job (What happened to the

trombones?) the demonic Munch of
yesternight had become a pussycat
beating time too slowly. I do not
blame Charles for that, I blame The
System.
For
various
obscure
reasons,
many of which are directly attributable to the American Federation of
Musicians Union and its seeming
paranoia about recording, classical
recording
in
the
U.S.
virtually
guarantees a third-rate performance.
To begin with, American musicians
get paid more for recording than
those in any other country, so those
producers who don't just give up and
do their recording in Europe must
balance
artistic
integrity
against
dollars and cents. There is a minimum
3-hour pay requirement for each of
the 80 to 90 players, and only 45
minutes of material from that 3hours
can be used for commercial release.
If the total time required to get
everything right runs to 3 hours and
5 minutes, everyone gets paid for
another three hours. For this reason
most commercial recordings are choreographed like an Agnes de Mille
pratfall.
The third movement is the most
difficult for the players? So we'll do
that first, while they're fresh. The
fourth is the loudest, so let's do that
next, while
they
still
have the
energy. The first is a breeze, so we'll
do the second next. Oh, there was a
fluff there at 34. Let's go back to 21
- it's a good edit point - and take it
from there. Wait a minute, the guys
in the control room say there was a
tape dropout in the third movement.
They wanna retake from somewhere
around 74. We may have to do that
tomorrow. What's an easy piece they
can play to fill out the rest of
tomorrow's 3 hours? Maybe "Night on
Bald Mountain."
There is no way, under these
circumstances, that a performance of
any large-scale work like a symphony
or sonata (yes, they do it to pianists
too)
can
ever
have
any
unity,
cohesion, or sense. And without an
audience to provide the necessary
4

feedback, there is little likelihood of
anything better than a competent
performance emerging from a recording session.
Some of the audiophile-disc manufacturers
eschew
that
kind
of
temporal butchery and allow the work
to be played all the way through
before going back to correct fluffs.
But many of the performances they
get are still uninspired, perhaps
because
the
conductor
and
the
orchestra are bored with the potboilers that comprise the core of
audiophile discography, and almost
certainly because there is no audience to bounce a mood off.
The French record company Lirynx
(which also releases Sirynx, unless I
have that backwards) has come up
with an ingenious solution to the
problem. First they record the work
all the way through in the traditional
style, doing whatever retakes are
necessary to get everything right.
Then they invite a small audience small enough to not change the
acoustics
- for a concert runthrough. The musicians are relaxed
because they know the recording is
"over," and the players and audience
can interact as at a live performance.
It is the live-performance tape that
is used for commercial release. Only
bits and snatches of the first tape
from the "recording session" are
used as needed to patch up fluffs and
extraneous noises in the "concert"
performance. This is certainly a step
in the right direction, but even under
such
ideal
circumstances
it
is
unlikely the concert recording will
turn out to be one of those rare,
inspired performances, simply because those happen so rarely even in
a live-performance situation.
Every performing group that can
play 80% of the notes properly stands
a chance of
producing a really
memorable performance. If there is
no tape recorder running when it
happens, it is lost forever. In order
to capture one of those performances
on tape, EVERY performance of that
work by that group must be taped,

routinely.
In
truth,
many
amateur
and
professional performing groups are
routinely recorded, but not seriously.
The recordings are usually done with
mediocre equipment owned by a local
amateur recordist, and microphone
placements are more often than not
dictated by laziness (it's a pain to
hang the mikes and take them down
again for every performance) or by
aesthetic considerations (the mikes
must not be conspicuous). This is
okay if the tapes are only going to be
used for playback by the orchestra
members
at
their
after-concert
party, then to be added to the
conductor's personal vanity archive.
But what happens when something
goes wrong and the orchestra happens to turn in an absolutely inspired
performance? The conductor's first
thought, typically, is "Let's make a
record to sell locally." But it's too
late then. The recording, subjected
for
the
first
time
to
critical
appraisal, just isn't good enough.
And the performance turns into just
another fond memory, becoming increasingly inspired with the embroidery of lengthened remembrance.
This kind of thing happens all the
time.
But
it
shouldn't,
because
anything as rare and precious as a
stupendous performance ought to be
preserved
for
others
to
enjoy.
Routine concert recording should be
done with the thought that someday a
recording of that group may be
commercially released.
And there's a second reason for
recording every performance. If a
real winner comes along, it will
invariably contain at least a few
rough spots or extraneous noises.
These can be edited out and replaced
with bits and snatches from the other
evenings' takes (that is, as long as
the recordings were not made in both
directions on a 4-track tape). Editing
should take place as close to both
sides
of
the
fluff
as
possible;
replacing whole measures because of
a single wrong note will invariably
(con. on page 39)
5

Equi ornent
Sony CDP-101 CD Player

any selection that is playing and puts
the unit back to the start of Band 1,
but does not start it playing until
told to. Other buttons make it repeat
the selection it is playing, repeat the
entire disc when finished, or repeat
any segment of any program that you
have previously "marked" by delimiting its beginning and end via a frontpanel button. Four other buttons
provide fast or very fast forward or
reverse, in which modes the sound
level drops and the music speeds up
in tempo but without changing pitch!
(This is done by sampling brief bursts
of the passing digits; D-to-A conversion yields the original sounds minus
the omitted segments of time.)
Also supplied is a cute little
remote control module which duplicates
the
main
unit's
controls
including Play, Pause, and all the
program-seeking functions. The remote unit also allows for individual
selection of each track, by track
number. (For instance, each movement of a symphony constitutes a
track; any one can be selected at
will.) Track changes take but a few
seconds, and in total silence. There
are a few other functions on the
remote control, such as a beeper and
an automatic pause, whose raisons
d'etre I have yet to figure out (the
unit came without instructions), but
I'll try to find out about them by next
month.
The
remote control uses
a
modulated infrared carrier to communicate with the main player but,
unlike some such (the B&O remote,
for example), this one is like a
typical television remote in that it
must be aimed directly at the main
unit in order to communicate with it.
(The MO would work when bounced
off a wall or ceiling - aiming from
any direction and from any part of
the same room as the control unit.)
When Sony first announced their

Laser digital-disc player. Horizontal
front-loading. No performance specifications
available.
Dimensions:
14"W by 12Y2"D by 4/4"H. Projected
price under $1000, including Remote
Control Module. Manufacturer: Sony
of America,
1 Sony Drive, Park
Ridge, NJ 07656.
Our
long-awaited
laser-audio
disc
player (usually called the CD, for
"compact disc") finally arrived, along
with a real bonanza of software: 2
discs - a Polygram classical sampler
of material from Decca, DeutscheGrarnmophon
and
Philips,
and
a
Japanese CBS recording of Bruckner's 4th Symphony, with Kubelik.
The player is not the same one we
saw in Chicago last summer. That
unit was deep and had a square front,
played the disc on edge, parallel to
the front, and had a minimum of
controls. This one is lower and wider,
has a horizontal drawer that slides
out to accept the disc, and has much
more flexibility of control. Audiophiles will however be dismayed to
note that there is nothing on it to
adjust; there isn't even a knob to
diddle.
But
there are plenty of
buttons.
After the unit is turned on, a
touch of a button opens the loading
drawer. The disc goes in label-side
up, playing-side down. To close the
drawer, you can push the same button
again or simply select a band for
playing.
There
are
three
fast-forward
program-seeking functions in each
direction. One (for each direction)
moves to the beginning of the next or
last (or currently playing) selection
or, if the button is pressed 2 or 3
times, to the beginning of the second
or third selection in each direction,
and so on. A Reset button cancels
6

upcoming CD
several years ago,
they were talking about a price of
around $600. A couple of years later
the anticipated price had escalated
to $800 (for a basic CD player,
without
remote).
The
remotecontrolled model which we received
will sell for $1000 when it starts
appearing in stores in March '83.
This is a staggering cost for your
John Q Public type record buyer, but
a modest outlay for any audiophile
accustomed to the idea of shelling
out $1000 for a cartridge to put in a
$1000 arm on a $1000 turntable and
feed to a $1000 preamp. (The CD
player's output is at high level, with
flat response. A power amplifier can
be driven directly, through a passive
volume-control
box
that
can
be
assembled for about $15.)
At this price though, JQP isn't
exactly going to embrace the CD
with open wallet. Its market (besides
a few wealthy individuals who'll buy it
for the
status value or out of
admiration for the high technology it
represents), will be serious audio-

in March. (At the time of this
writing, they have about 130 titles on
CD in Japan now, most from CBS and
Epic,
a CBS
sub-label).
Nippon
Columbia has released about 10, but
claims to have around 600 digitally
mastered titles to draw on for future
releases. American CBS plans to
participate in the initial software
release over here when the first of
Sony's players go on sale, as does
Polygram
(Philips,
DeutscheGrammophon, London) and a number
of American audiophile-disc firms.
But . . . So-called Audiophilequality
fare
may
not
soon
be
plentiful. Although Telarc, M&K, and
Sonic Arts are prepared to start
releasing on CD now, they must rely
on one Japanese or one European
factory to turn out their discs for
them. The European Philips plant is
currently grinding out their own CD's
in
anticipation
of
the
system's
release there, timed to coincide with
US introduction. And the demand for
CD discs has already far outstripped
the supply in Japan, where the
"pressing" facilities are having such
a hard
time
filling
orders
for
Japanese labels that they are unable
to accept "any outside requests for
custom pressing." Which is another
way of saying that Telarc, M&K, and
Nautilus, all of which are going CD,
may have to wait their turn.
Sony
plans
to
open
a CD
processing plant in the US, but when
that will be in operation is anyone's
guess. And the production "yield" the percentage of manufactured discs
that
pass
QC
inspection
- is
apparently still not too impressive,
even from factories that have had
months to refine their techniques.
So, Sony's assurances notwithstanding, it seems unlikely that two,
or even three factories are going to
be able to meet the world-wide
demand
for
the
compact
discs,
particularly if the new system proves
as popular elsewhere as it is in
Japan, where Sony is now turning out
10,000 players per month and asking
buyers to wait 4 weeks for delivery.

Sony CDP-101 Compact Disc Player.
philes, and its potential success in
that quirky marketplace is going to
depend on how good it sounds and
how much software (program material) is available for it. In fact, the
software situation may be the biggest
deterrent to its immediate acceptance by a public already primed by
the slick magazines to expect perfection from digital audio.
On paper, the software prospects
look rosy. Sony will have sixteen
titles available on the CBS label
when the CD system is released here
7

What it all boils down to is that
the proliferation of titles on CD will
not necessarily mean there will be a
plentiful supply of discs with those
titles, at least not for some time to
come.
AudioSource, the first US importer of Japanese CD's, reports
that a typical order has 2/3 of the
titles filled, but often in smaller
quantities than ordered. And this
source may soon dry up; Sony reports
that American CBS plans to halt
Audiosource's importing because it
violates licensing agreements with
CBS Japan.
But the question now is, How does
it sound? Is it really worth all the
fuss and ruckus? Iwill now frustrate
everybody by waffling. The truth is, I
really don't know, because I've only
listened to the two discs sent with
the unit, and none of the selections
were recorded to audiophile standards. All
were multi-miked and
sounded as if the middle range had
been equalized out of them, many
were poorly mixed, and all had that
distinct haze around the instruments
which suggests more distortion somewhere along the line than audiophile
recording companies will tolerate.
Apart from all that, though, some
aspects of the sound I heard are
quite unlike what most of us are
familiar with from analog sources.
The
most
immediately
noticeable
characteristics of the CD sound are
its awesome lack of background noise
and its almost unbelievable freedom
from
strain
during
the
loudest
passages. After a while one starts to
notice other things. For example, the
low end seems to have no bottom
limit. In fact 1 am willing to bet I
was hearing stuff at the extreme
bottom that the record producers
hadn't heard, because some of it was
soft but obviously extraneous infrasonic noise - occasional thuds that
were totally unrelated to the music.
Musical bass was tighter, cleaner
and deeper than 1 have ever before
heard from any recording.
Through the high-level inputs of

the Conrad-Johnson PV-3 preamp
(reviewed elsewhere in this issue)
the sound was so opulently gorgeous
it almost defied belief! It was a total
incarnation of
the perfectionist's
wildest dreams: rich, velvety, airy,
awesome, liquid, yet incredibly detailed. There were none of the analog
disc's problems. No marginal mis tracking, no subtle VTA-error distortions, no disc-resonance smearing,
no feedback-induced low-end boom or
mud, no ticks or pops or pressing
grumbles even at the highest listening levels. And there was NO analog-

RM-101 Remote Control Unit.
tape flutter or modulation noise or
transient-rounding or print-through
or hiss. I was impressed, although
constrained by what I already knew
about the PV-3 preamps's sound from
going out on a limb about what I
heard.
We all know that digital must have
problems, right? Right. Perhaps this
does, but I am in no position as of
now to say so with any certainty.
8

What I can say is that the worst
problem we have been hearing from
many (if not most) digitally mastered
analog discs - harsh, irritating high
end, particularly from massed strings
- was not audible from any of the
material I listened to on the CD
unit. But I did hear some things I
questioned.
For ex,imple, chucking the C-J
preamp and feeding the
CD
unit
straight
into an Acoustat
power
amplifier, via the passive volumecontrol box (with short cables to the
power amp), revealed a pronounced
dryness
which
was
not
exactly
felicitous to live-music sound. There
was still not a trace of stridency or
edginess from string tone, but the
complex spikes which concertgoers
are
accustomed
to hearing from
strings and lower brass instruments
sounded distinctly exaggerated, as
did all program transients. Turning
down the high end on our Acoustat
2+2's helped but did not entirely
eliminate a pervasive dryness. (And
if your speaker has no high-end
balance control, what can you do?)
On the other hand, with the Precision
Fidelity C-7A power amp, the spikiness sounded in proper perspective,
even with the speakers' high end at a
higher setting, although a hint of the
dryness persisted.
The question I cannot answer is
this: was I hearing the CD system
or the recordings supplied with it? 1
can say that I have rarely heard
multi-miking so blatantly exposed as
it was through the CD. Solo piano,
violin, and voice floated in the air
fully 20 apparent feet in front of the
"supporting" orchestra, and brasses
and woodwinds often sounded 15 to 20
feet in front of the violins, thus
inverting the usual concert-stage
arrangement. And since multi-miking
exaggerates detail (which is one
reason it was adopted for analog
recording), it could have been a
major reason for the exaggerations I
was hearing under certain circumstances. Also, much of the material
on the sampler disc was mastered

during the past four years, a period
in which, recording technology has
been improving by leaps and bounds.
(Most professional recording engineers who have compared the two
report that Sony's $1800 PCM-Fl
digital
processor
is
significantly
better
than
their
three-year-old
$20,000 professional PCM-1600.)
Ialso had a growing feeling that,
whatever the dynamic-range potential
of digital, most of the program
material on the CD discs supplied to
me sounded rather compressed. This
was later confirmed by measurements. (See page 10) This is not the
way
to
put
digital's
best
foot
forward.
Thus, judgments about the potential sound quality of this system will
have to wait until I gain access to
software from audiophile recording
companies. And that will not happen
until some time in the future.
Idid not try the CD syste:n on
crummy system, as did Bill Sommerwerck with the PCM Fl (see "Three
Tape Systems" in this issue), but it
was evident from the few components
I did try it on that it has not
eliminated
or
even
reduced
the
audible
importance
of
associated
components. True,
some different
things in the sound (than with analog
sources) are affected by changing
components, but it would appear that
compatibility will be no less important with digital sources than it has
been with analog. (Different audio
cables, for example, made an audible
difference, much to my surprise. I
was convinced that cable differences
related to the handling of ultrasonic
garbage from discs, but am far less
convinced of this now, because there
is no ultrasonic content from PCM
reproduction, except for some noise
spikes which are around 80 dB below
maximum signal level.)
On the other hand, I did hear a
cassette recorded from the CD on a
Nakamichi 680, and there was none of
the "spiky" quality that Bill observed
when copying from the PCM-Fl.
Which settles absolutely nothing.

9

As a footnote, I should add that,
audiophile or otherwise, every serious music listener who heard this
system fell instantly in love with the
sound of it, even with the dubious
program material supplied. Our Margaret
Graham
has
declared
her
intention to buy one as soon as they
become
available,
and
will
thus
probably be one of the first reviewers
in the country to be covering new
CD releases from a perfectionist's
viewpoint. (And I'll bet an impacted
wisdom tooth that Bert Whyte will be
another.) Iwill probably get one too,
partly because I feel it can serve as
a frame of
reference for many
(most?) aspects of analog-disc reproduction, and partly because Ihave
an acute weakness for this kind of
supersophisticated electronic technology.
But should you buy one when they
become available? If I were to say
yes, I would have to qualify that
quite a bit, because I don't really
know what the system and this
particular player sound like. My gut
feeling, based partly on what Sony
did with their PCM-Fl, is that this
device should sound a lot better than
it did from any of the discs Iheard,
but considering its probable cost, I
have no intention of recommending it
on the strength of a gut feeling.
And there's another consideration
here. Every time there is a breakthrough in audio technology (which is
what I feel this to be), there is
always something potentially better
lurking in a dark corner and waiting
for you to commit your dollars to
today's
state of the art before
leaping out at you and shouting
"Nyahh!! Now you're obsolete!"
Hitachi already has a CD of their
own - the DA-1000 - which we
haven't yet tested. Denon is distributing literature about a DCD2000,
and
in
collaboration
with
Philips has demonstrated a prototype
of a new (but compatible) kind of
CD player with a higher-frequency,
phase-corrected anti-aliasing system
that some listeners claim sounds

better than the Sony. And Soundstream's
parent company, Digital
Recording Corp., claims to have a
workable prototype of a completely
new digital record/play system using

Signal Ckitput Readings from three
high-tech symphonic recordings: 1)
Le Sacre du Printemps (RCA Japan);
2) Russian Easter Overture (Telarc );
and 3) The Flying Dutchman Overture
(CD). Two segments from each output
trace containing the softest and
loudest musical notes (arrows) in
each selection. The decibel span
between arrows is the dynamic range
of the recording, as shown on each
readout. The Flying Dutchman was the
widest dynamic range software supplied with our CD player. (Measurements by Neutrik AudioTracer.)
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there is no doubt in my mind that this
development will ultimately be seen
as the best news
serious music
listeners have had since the advent
of the LP.
JGH

a stationary 3-by-5 card scanned by
a "rotating laser."
All of these are in the future
though, with no timetable or even any
certainty that they will ever become
consumer products. And no one knows
how much better than the Sony they
will be, if at all. But in any field that
is advancing as rapidly as digital
audio, there must come a time when a
buyer elects to take the plunge,
opting for the ability to relish the
fruits of the technology now rather
than waiting until (or if) things get
even better. It is my opinion that the
time is now.
Icould not hold onto our borrowed
CD
unit for more than 21 days

LA Comments:
In line with JGH's observations
above I'd like to mention that it was
absolutely thrilling to hear ordinary
recordings, that is, the material that
Philips, DG, etc. routinely provide,
reproduced with a clarity, force, and
beauty that one almost never hears
from their discs. Driving home that
night I thought, Gee, What if one
could listen to great conductors and
orchestras at really extraordinary
levels of fidelity? It would revolutionize
my
feelings
about
high
fidelity. At the same time, I too have
heard
CD's whose muddiness and
obfuscation rivaled some of the worst
analog efforts. Nirvana may not be
here but I think it's closer.

(there -ire few of them around and a
lot more reviewers), so I could not
tell whether there was anything else
about the sound that would begin to
irritate me after prolonged exposure
to it. I don't think there will be. But
even if
CD's don't get any better,

Conrad-Johnson PV-3
Preamplifier

opted
for
the
kit,
figuring that
anyone who is interested in something this inexpensive will probably
be curious about the cost (in terms
of time and effort) of saving the
additional $100 for the kit.
Well, this is a pretty easy kit to
assemble. The step-by-step instructions are generally clear and unambiguous, although it would have been
a help to have pertinent illustrations
on the same pages as
the text
referring to them, instead of at the
back of the booklet. I've had a fair
amount of experience with kit building, and construction of this one took
me about 1-1/2 hours. I'd estimate
about 2 for someone who knows how
to solder neatly but hasn't done much
kit building.

All-tube
stereo
preamplifier.
MM
Phono,
Tuner,
and
Tape
Monitor
inputs; Tape Out and Main outputs.
Ganged volume control. Specifications: Phono gain 38 dB, high-level
gain 26 dB. Output 25V maximum.
Distortion (MID and IM) .05% at 2V
out. Phono headroom: 500 mV at 1
kHz. Bandpass 10 to 100k Hz. RIAA
accuracy +/- .5 dB, 20 to 20kHz. Hum
& noise: Phono 70 dB 0 mV, high
level 34 dB .5V out. Dimensions: 101/2"W by 9"1.) by 3-7/8"H, over-all.
Prices: $299 kit, $399 built. Manufacturer:
Conrad-Johnson
Design,
Inc., 2800 Dorr Ave., Fairfax, VA
22031.

There were a few rough spots
though,
some
because
of
tight
working spaces, some because of
minor discrepancies in the instructions. There's a list of suggestions at
the end of this report, to make the
job easier for readers who elect to

Now here's
something unusual: a
truly inexpensive tubed preamplifier,
in a day when the prices of tubed
components are going sky-high.
The PV-3 is available in two
forms: ready-built, or as a kit. We
11

one makes a speaker-busting BANG
during warmup and shutdown. It is in
fact one of the only preamps I've
encountered that blew the Acoustat
Four's fuses - one in each speaker on the first fireup. Because of the
relatively high current consumption
and finite life of tubes, the preamp
should not be left on at all times, but
it is necessary to remember always
to turn this on before and off after
the power amp(s).
The PV-3's sound embodies all the
plusses of tubes and a few of the
minuses.
Its
high end,
although
exquisitely sweet, smooth and musical,
is
markedly
soft. Through
typical dynamic tweeters (rather soft
to begin with), the sound is almost
dull. With electrostatics, it is merely
sweet although a little shy of snap.
Its errors here are of omission rather
than commission, and personally I
find this kind of error far easier to
listen to than tie razor-sharp (and
somewhat cutting) eage of
most
"fast" solid-state preamps.
Its middle range is almost neutral, but with a slight forwardness
and aliveness, and a liquid transparency - common to good tubed
equipment
- that
I find
quite

purchase the kit.
The PV-3 is a basic preamp, with
a bare minimum of controls and
functions. The design approach is
Haflerish, in that it derives the
maximum possible performance from
the fewest possible active stages (it
contains four dual triodes). Yet it
has all the features a perfectionist
on a budget could want:
phono,
tuner and tape inputs, and a tape
monitoring loop (which of course can
also be used for external signal

C-J PV-3 Preamplifier (interior).
processors). People who still play an
occasional mono disc will however be
irked by the absence of a Mono blend
switch.
There is no balance control, but
the volume control is a pair of
ganged, slip-clutched pots which can
be operated individually to adjust
channel
balance.
Unfortunately,
volume-control tracking on my sample
was mediocre, with channel-balance
changes of as much as 2 dB through
the often-used 9-to-II-o'clock rotational range. Since it is
thus
necessary to readjust channel balance with any change in volume,
there is really no practical advantage
to the ganged slip-clutched arrangement
for
the volume control(s).
Separate controls would serve just
as well and, since each would have to
be adjusted individually, would draw
less attention to any tracking problems. (It would in fact make things
easier; separate controls could be
adjusted for proper channel balance
with one hand, while it takes two to
hold one half of the slip-clutch while
turning the other half.)
Like most tubed preamps, this

•
_
Conrad Johnson PV-3 Preamplifier.
•

ingratiating. The low end is deep but
a little on the heavy side. Depth is
very well reproduced, imaging a little
less well. The phono preamp is very
quiet and the unit has scads of gain,
making it possible to use some highoutput moving-coil cartridges without
a step-up. Some hiss may be audible,
but the sound should be better than
it would be with any add-on step-up.
This
preamp,
then,
is
more
listenable than literally accurate,
12

supplies a modified PS Audio One for
use with their system - a preamp
whose quickness and ultrasonic HF
response, while fine for audiophile
material, is a liability with old or
worn recordings. Think about this,
Mr. Burns.

and I do not mean that in the
pejorative sense. I am tempted to
say that it is more of a serious music
lover's preamp than an audiophile's
preamp, but must refrain from so
doing because of its lack of a Mono
mode (essential for reproduction of
20
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Conrad-Johnson PV-3 preamp RIAA Equalization Accuracy
mono discs). It strikes me, though,
that
- with
a few customizing
modifications - this would be THE
ideal
preamp
for
use with
the
incredible
Packburn
noisesuppression system. Packburn now

As it is, I cannot give the PV-3
an unqualified recommendation, but
with the qualifications I have mentioned, I do recommend it. For the
price, it offers a remarkably high
level of listening pleasure.

Suggestions For PV-3
Kit Construction

shortened wire AFTER the cable is
passed into the chassis.
Step
10:
When
inserting
the
volume control and switch lugs into
the PC board, start at one end and
work along towards the other.
Step 14: When mounting the large
silver electrolytic can, it is not

Step 6: Before installing the AC
cable and clamp, trim 8 inches from
ONE of the AC wires and strip it
end. It is much harder to strip the

C-J PV-3 preamp; detail showing difficult-to-dress cable.
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ends and do the job again - right. The
cable is long enough that you can
easily part with three inches of it
without making the wiring difficult.
Step 41: The instructions for
attaching the ribbon cable conductors
are ambiguous. The identifications of
"left most" and "right most" apply
when you are facing the inside rear
of the bottom chassis. When the
instructions refer to a wire color
"left most", each succeeding step is
also to read "left most" until "right
most" is specified.
In my sample kit, the middle
pushbutton was misaligned so badly
that the switch got hung up on its
front-panel
hole
and
would
not
release. This
turned
out
to
be
because bolting the control sub-panel
to the circuit board had caused the
latter to bend slightly downwards.
Since the height of that sub-panel is
so critical, it would have been wise
to add another circuit-board standoff
directly under that middle switch. I
was able to correct this problem by
loosening the
bolts
slightly
and
lifting the middle of the circuit
board.

possible (as instructed) to bend the
tong lugs down far enough to make
proper contact with the PC board foil.
These lugs should be bent outwards
at right angles, near the bottom of
each
lug's
wire
hole,
and
then
connected to the board via short
strips of wire. Make sure the bent
lugs do not protrude more than 5/16"
above the PC board surface, otherwise they may short out to the metal
case the board will be fastened to.
Step 15: The 820-ohm resistor
cannot be positioned as shown on the
diagram. Both leads should be bent at
right angles to the resistor, close to
its ends, and the resistor placed
slightly to the right of the indicated
position on the PC board.
Step 22: Preparing the ribbon
cable is the most tedious job of the
whole project. Unless you have an
extremely sensitive hand with a razor
blade,
use a NEW
(sharp)
wire
stripper to remove the insulation.
Take the time to be absolutely
certain that you shorten only the
wires specified, and check your work
before proceeding to the next steps.
If you goof, cut off ALL the wire

JG Acoustics
Interconnects

One of the latest innovations has
been the use of unshielded "openwire"
component
interconnects
parallel
"hot"
and
ground
wires
separated by a 1/2-inch flat dielectric. Also called TV twin-lead.
This flies in the face of the audio
practice, which evolved during the
tubed era, dictating that effective
shielding of the "hot" connector by a
grounded sleeve was essential for
avoidance of hum. It was essential in
those days because of the relatively
high
output
impedance
of
tubed
preamplifiers, which averaged between
1000 and 5000 ohms. The
inherently
lower
impedance
of
discrete-transistor circuits automatically confers lower output impedances than from tubes, and the
recent concern over equipment performance up to the lower-megahertz

Twin-lead
interconnects
for
component-to-component
hookups.
Price $50 per meter (30 inches).
Manufacturer: J G Acoustics, 237
Greene Ave., Middlesex, NJ. (201)
968-8771.
During the last
few years,
the
audiophile community has
become
aware of
the active effects of
seemingly passive elements in the
stereo system chain - parts of the
chain
that
had
previously
been
assumed
to
have
no
effect
on
reproduced sound. The result has
been a proliferation of, among other
things, ever more exotic cable designs for interconnecting components
and loudspeakers.
14

Archer
twin-lead
from
Radio
Shack was heralded recently by Peter
Moncrieff** in IAR as the best
interconnect cable money can buy.
Unfortunately, PS's design is cumbersome and the Archer's brittle
wires have a tendency to break with
repeated flexing.
J.G.
Acoustics
tried
the
PS
interconnects and found them better
than anything else they had tried, but
they did not care for the problems
with either the PS or Archer designs.
Their alternative was a very heavygauge, multi-strand, dual-insulated
wire with what they felt to be the
requisite separation between conductors. This, they believed, embodied the performance characteristics of the PS and Archer cables
without their fragility or clunkiness.
My listening to these interconnects was done entirely on my own
system, but I handed them out to
several other people whose judgment
Irespect, and got the same reaction
as mine. My reaction, in comparing
these with FMI interconnects (generally conceded to be one of the
standards
by
which
others
are
judged), is that they are better.
There
is
a litany
which
is
traditionally recited by reviewers of
interconnects: cleaner, better focussed, better bass, better EVERYTHING! All I can say is, these are
the best I have ever heard. And you
don't have to own a $10,000 system
to hear the improvement,
They
do
however
change
the
balance from the way other cables
present it. They make the sound a
little leaner, tighter, and - pristine.
And this is the only reservation I
have about recommending these. If
you feel your system is properly
balanced from top to bottom now, try
these but consider at some length
whether you like what they do to your
spectral balance. For me, they are
the most audibly satisfying cables I
have tried.
As of now, these have very
limited distribution. If you're interested, I'd advise phoning the com-

region for improved sound in the
below-20kHz range has pressured
preamp designers to reduce output
source impedance to unprecedentedly
low levels. (50 ohms is not uncommon.) At this impedance, the effects
of cable capacitance* become less
important than those of inductance
and dielectric absorption. Both are
minimized by the use of twin-lead
cable, and the lack of shielding is no
longer a consideration.
As far as I have been able to
determine, the idea of using TV twinlead for component
interconnects
originated with PS audio, who used it
in their Summer CES exhibit at least
2 years ago. Unlike some manufacturers I can think of, who would
claim the cables had been developed
in their private labs and blessed by
the Almighty (at $50 per foot), PS
Audio printed instructions for making
theirs yourself.
* The frequency at which a cable's
total
hot-to-ground
capacitance
starts to attenuate (reduce) highfrequency response is inversely related to the cable capacitance and
the source impedance of the device
feeding signal into the cable. The
frequency at which the signal is
attenuated by 3 dB (as it approaches
6 dB per octave of rolloff) can be
calculated from the formula:
f-

160,000
Xx C

where f is the 3 dB-down point, X is
the source (output) impedance of the
device feeding signal into the cable
(in ohms),
and C is
the
total
capacitance of the cable in microfarads. (1 picofarad equals 1 millionth of a microfarad.)
** After an in-depth study of the
situation,
we
have
reached
the
inescapable conclusion that Peter
Moncrieff does not exist. A computer
edits and publishes JAR. It has not
been programmed to answer letters or
telephone calls.
JGH
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pany at the number listed at the head
of the report.
One final note. Because of the
lack of shielding, these cables may
give
more
problems
from radiofrequency (AM, CB, TV) interference

than regular shielded cables. If you
feel you may be in a difficult RFI
area, contact J.G. Acoustics. They
have a modification to handle RFI
without
compromising the cable's
performance.
AE

Mariah LS-2
Speaker System

an abiding Thing about middle-range
performance. I have come to despise
the withdrawn, row-W "perspective"
of most so-called audiophile loudspeakers. Live music doesn't sound
that way. Sure, it's rich and warm
and sumptuous, but it also has sharp
edges and immediacy and palpability,
and the reproduction of these qualities is in large measure dependent on
a loudspeaker's performance between
70 and 7,000 Hz.
I have liked some loudspeakers
the moment I heard them because
they reproduced the middle range in
more or less proper balance, but I've
often been obliged to temper my
enthusiasm for them because they did
other things poorly. (See my recent
report on the KLH 150 and 160). 1
liked the Mariahs for their middle
range when Ifirst fired them up, but
I've found little to complain about
after continued listening.
Their middle-range tonal accuracy
allows them to reproduce with unusual felicity the power range of the
instrumental gamut — lower brasses,
tympani, cellos, and lower piano
strings. In this respect, their sound
resembles that of some of the moresuccessful designs from FMI. The
reproduction has GUTS, like the real
thing. Their only significant peculiarities are a tendency to diminish the
apparent size of most instruments,
and
a certain
upper-middle-range
hardness which sets in at listening
levels above about 80 dB, adding
some steeliness to massed violins
and a TSST quality to vocal sibilants.
In addition, there is a tendency for
the LS-2's to impart the same pitch
to all disc-surface-noise impulses,
suggesting some ringing — probably in
the tweeter.

Two-way, three-speaker system with
two 8-inch woofers and 1-inch dome
tweeter, in mirror-image configuration.
2 kHz
crossover.
4 ohms
impedance. Recommended power 35
watts/channel minimum. 5-year warranty, parts and labor. Price $690.
MANUFACTURER: Mariah Acoustics,
Route 28, Arkville, NY 12406
Imagine what a Spica SC-50 might
look like when it grew up, and you
have a good idea of what the Mariah
looks like: a largish up-ended cylinder with a flat front and a finished
wooden panel at top and bottom. It is
a two-way system with a pair of
bextrene-cone woofers in parallel
spanning the range below 2 kHz, and
a 1-inch dome tweeter spanning the
range above. The system is neither
particularly
attractive
nor
unprepossessing in appearance, although it
is large enough that its black grille
stocking may be a bit obtrusive in
the
average
room.
(Maybe
it's
available in beige blah.) It does not
use any specially-designed drivers
featuring the most important technological breakthrough since chipped
flint, it is not time-aligned according
to
the
latest
Time-DelaySpectrometry measuring techniques,
and it has no ingenious, patentpending phase corrections in the
crossover.
In other words, except for its
unusual appearance, there is nothing
about this to distinguish it from
dozens
of
other
undistinguished
speakers in its price class, except
for one thing: its sound.
As regular readers know, Iharbor
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Stereo imaging is excellent. Instrumental locations are stable and
specific, but the Mariahs do not have
that rare ability to place — hologram
style — closely-miked sounds at a
spot in space far out in front of the
speakers.
The LS-2's are unusual, even
among so-called perfectionist loudspeakers, in that they reproduce
depth and perspective accurately.
Closely-miked
instruments
sound
close,
not
10
feet
behind
the
speakers, yet the true depth and
dimensionality of the ambient space
are portrayed very well.
Overall balance is very good. The
low end is full and rich, if somewhat

Detail too is excellent. Individual
voices in complex program material
are well separated, and the speakers
have
enough
snap
to
reproduce
musical and extramusical transients
(hard
percussion,
chair
squeaks)
startlingly well. Care should be taken
not to insert the LS-2's in a system
which tends towards brightness. They
are not recessed in the brightness
region — in fact they are slightly
pronounced in this region. Extreme
high end is virtually inaudible —
effectively masked by the brightness
below it. In truth, these do better
with pop fare than with classical,
mainly because of the same uppermidrange hardness which gives the
system such remarkable apparent
transient detail.
So, here we go again. These are
speakers that do some things better
than a lot of $2000-a-pair systems
and other things not as well. They are
unquestionably a good value for the
money, and are being added to our
Recommended Components list (Class
C). But since they do have some
distinct (albeit mild) colorations,
they fall into that very large group of
speakers which can only be chosen on
the basis of personal taste. Their
assets are unusually honest middle
range, excellent depth rendition and
imaging, and a very agreeable overall
balance. Their main liabilities are
bass detail that is only moderately
good and that upper-end brightness.
My recommendation: decide for
yourself, but do consider them if
you're shopping for speakers in the
$700/pair price range.
JGH

Mariah Acoustics LS-2 Speaker
deficient in detail and punch. Subjective response extends down to
around 40 Hz, which sounds extremely deep. (The fundamental of
most bass drums and the bottom note
of a double bass is around 41 Hz.)

Upcoming Reviews
You people can look forward to
reviews of the following products in
months to come: the Conrad-Johnson
M75A amplifier; the Precision Fidelity
M7A amplifier; the Amber amplifier;
the Electro Research pickup system;
the WAMM speaker system (a brief
report); both a quick (Volume 6,
Number 1) and an extensive (Volume

6, Number 2) overview of Winter CES;
conclusion
of
the
tape recorder
review which begins in this issue,
including reviews of the Nakamichi
680 and a further look at the Sony
PCM Fl; the Creek integrated amplifier from Britain ($300); the Helius
tone arm; the IMF Studio Application
Control Monitor (SACM); and the
Fried Q2 speaker.
LA
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Affordable State-of-the-Art
New extra phono gain (47.5dB) eliminates the need for a
step-up device while maintaining headroom for moving
magnet cartridges.
Patented phono circuit provides maximum dynamic range
and harmonic structure accuracy. This circuit overcomes
input stage overload problems of conventional phono
preamp designs.
Full feature design with defeatable sub-sonic f
ilter: defeatable tone circuit with center "off" positions: mode switch
forscomplete signal control: processor input/output jacks
(in addition to tape monitors): complete tape facilities for
two tape recorders with buffered tape outputs.

The RGR
Model Four-1HG
Preamplifier

And not the least important: Affordable'
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Recorc ings
tions for piano allows him ample room
to display both his technical virtuosity and his stunning interpretations
of the Romantic period for which he
is so justly noted. Beginning with
Sgambati's 19th-century transcription
of Gluck's "Melodie d'Orfee" and
ending with the Shulz-Evler piano
version of themes from Strauss's
"The Beautiful Blue Danube," each
selection reveals a different facet of
transcription as well as Mr. Wild's
extensive knowledge of piano repertoire.
The Gluck with its singing lines is
followed by Leopold Godowsky's transcriptions of three pieces by Rameau.
The piano can never imitate the
harpsichord; the tonal structure is
simply too different. And I must
confess Imiss the twangy bass which
is so characteristic of French harpsichord music of that period. But
Godowsky has managed to retain the
integrity of the original in these
piano versions. The "Rigaudon" and
"Elegie" fare the best. The familiar
"Tambourin" seems to suffer somewhat in translation. These
18thcentury
works
are
followed
by
Tausig's arrangement of Bach's "Toccata and Fugue in D Minor." Icannot
hear this without thinking of Stokowski's arrangement for orchestra which
opened Walt Disney's "Fantasia," but
this piano version does not suffer by
comparison. Idid feel that the climax
seemed to be a trifle lacking in
dynamic range. This might be attributed to the recording, but Ithink
it is more likely due to the fact that
a piano has no pedal notes as does
the organ. The technical demands are
great, and the "Fugue" is enlightening in its harplike arpeggiation. Mr.
Wild handles the complex fingering
demands with ease (a mere bagatelle
for him!).
The Moszkowski arrangement of
Wagner's "Isoldens Tod" from Tristan

EARL WILD. The Art of the Transcription. Recorded live at Carnegie Hall.
Audiof on 2008-2.
It takes nerve for a performer to
allow
an
entire
concert
to
be
recorded for release on disc. It also
takes extraordinary confidence in
one's technique. Mistakes which are
overlooked in the live experience
become snags for the ear in the
recorded version. One starts to listen
for them and loses the musical
experience in its totality.
This is one reason so many discs
are mastered in the recording studio
or in an environment without listeners. But a result of this is that
the performances lose impetus and
enthusiasm, and sound played by
rote. The audience can inspire an
artist to great heights. The sterile
environment of the studio cannot.* If
you have any doubts, listen to this
recording of Mr. Wild's concert at
Carnegie Hall.
Most of this recording was done
at a concert given on November 1,
1981, although the jacket notes state
that
"minor
portions
were
rerecorded
following
the
concert."
Audience coughs are evident during
the quieter passages, and there is
applause at the end of the selections
which contributes to the illusion of
being there.
:
,
Ar.
Wild's
performances
are
striking in both interpretation and
technique. His choice of transcrip*The fact that MG discusses the
benif icence
of
audience-performer
interaction in the same issue in which
an editorial on the same subject
appear s has nothing to do with
collusion or coincidence. It happened
because both of us read the Syrinx
jacket notes, describing their apparently unique approach to recording.
JGH
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and Isolde is not so familiar as the
Liszt transcription. It really should
be. It is a gorgeous arrangement,
alone worth the price of the record.
It is followed by Rachmaninoff's
piano setting of Rimsky-Korsakov's
"The Flight of the Bumblebee." Mr.
Wild seems almost other-worldly in
his display of virtuosity. He relaxes
somewhat, however, in his rendition
of Rachmaninoff's transcription of
Fritz
Kreisler's
"Liebesleid,"
a
charming and tuneful work. This band
was somewhat marred by a bit of preecho, which surprised me to say the
least.
The last Rachmaninoff transcription is of Mendelssohn's Scherzo
from "A Midsummer Night's Dream."
Not only is this another virtuosic
masterpiece, but it's lots of fun.
Sigismond Thalberg is one of those
pianists who was well known in his
own day but now,
despite many
compositions,
is
almost unrecognized. He is noted for his development of a type of composition which
allows the thumb to play the melody
while the other fingers are devoted to
arpeggios, chords, and runs, thereby
giving the illusion of playing with
three hands. It is significant that
this development has been attributed
to
Liszt;
perhaps
that
is
why
Thalberg has been forgotten.
Liszt once said, "Thalberg is the
only pianist who can play the violin
on the piano." This ability is what
gives
his
"Grande
Fantasie
sur
l'Opera Semiramide" its great interest, and incidentally allows Mr. Wild
to •exploit his
great
interpretive
powers.
Liszt's
arrangements
of three
Polish songs by Chopin are light and
tuneful, a pleasant change of mood
after
the
rather
high-powered
Ros sini-Thalberg.
Liszt
seems
to
have added very little of himself in
these,
and
the
distinguishing
ornament-like bass of Chopin shines
through.
Mr. Wild's own transcription of
the Pas de Quatre from "Swan Lake"
is a brief minute and a half. It not

only is charming, it elicited delighted
chuckles from the audience. Wild's
final work, the Shulz-EvIer "Concert
Arabesques on Themes of the Beautiful Blue Danube" can only be called
elegant. A perfect way to end a
concert.
Except for that one occurrence of
pre-echo, I could find nothing about
the recording to fault. It is not the
highest-powered piano recording one
could find,
but it is a superb
simulation
of
live-performance
concert-hall piano sound. This certainly is a state-of-the-art disc, and
deserves to be in the Top-of-thePile. It is also a serious contender
for a Definitive-Disc award. A must
for any pianist or any lover of piano
repertoire. Mr. Wild has used his
interpretive and technical powers to
give us a view of some little known
and too often ignored facets of the
piano repertoire, and Audiofon has
given us a memorable recording of
the occasion.
MG

STRAVINSKY. Petrouchka Ballet (original version). Sir Eugene Goossens
conducting
the
London
Symphony
Orchestra. Sweet Thunder Edition 8.
Sweet Thunder is a new company
which is
remastering high-quality
discs from existing master tapes.
This, in a sense, puts them in direct
competition with Mobile Fidelity. I
hope
this
first
record
which
I
received for review is not typical of
their work.
The recording is from an old
Everest master tape, and the performance is very good, showing a nice
sense of tension and drama. Dynamic
range is agreeably wide, but the
recording as a whole suffers from an
overly distant, rather muddled sound.
The
orchestra's
stage
layout
sounds curiously U-shaped - side
instruments
sound
closer
than
center-stage ones - and instrumental
timbres seem oddly wrong. There is a
rather coarse sound to the entire
20

disc.* Compared with the old London
version by Ansermet, steely strings
and all, this one lacks immediacy and
impact.
I regret having to give such a
negative review to one of a new
company's first classical releases,
and can only hope that this one was
some kind of mistake that will not
be repeated. MG

simple and charming - delightful sitback-and-listen music.
The fourth quartet, K. 298, is
equally charming but more complex.
It was written for friends, not on
commission, and the final rondo is in
sonata form, an unusual device which
Mozart also employed in "Eine Kleine
Nachtmusik." In addition, each movement employs themes from contemporary songs as its central motif.
Despite the difference in sound
between these recordings I find it
difficult to choose between them.
Both are excellent reproductions of
the instruments, and either is a
worthy addition to an audiophile's
collection.
The Syrinx however is of special
interest, as that company uses a
recording technique which I believe
has not been used in this country.
Recording sessions are arranged in a
hall. The tape is made, and then a
small audience is invited to hear the
same material that was recorded. It
is from the live performance that the
discs
are
cut,
not
the
earlier
"recording session." Syrinx's reasoning is that the performers will be
more relaxed by having finished their
taping,
and
they
will
also
be
stimulated by the audience to give a
better performance. They mention
that they use only two mikes and do
not tamper with balances or dynamics
during tile recording process.
Accent, on the other hand, makes
no mention of how the recordings are
made. On the basis of my listening,
however, I would say that much the
same
miking
technique
is
used,
although the string lines were not so
distinct as in the Syrinx. However,
the timbre of the early instruments is
more similar, one to another, so the
slight muddling may not be an effect
of the recording technique. At times
the flute almost sounds doubled by
the viola or violin. The passage most
revealing of the differences between
these two ensembles occurs
during
the Adagio of K. 285, where the flute
has a soaring line accompanied by
pizzicato on the viola, violin, and

MOZART: Flute Quartets. Barthold
Kuijken, Sigiswald Kuijken, Lucy Van
Dael, Wieland Kuijken. (Early instruments). Accent 8225.
MOZART: Les Quatuors Pour Flute et
Cordes. Alain Marion and le Trio a
Cordes
de
Paris.
(Alain
MaraisSankyo gold flute and modern instruments). Syrinx 0977-011.
Although these records contain exactly
the
same
program,
it
is
interesting
to
observe
the
differences
in
sonority between the
earlier and the later instruments. The
early ones lack much of the brightness which modern performers value
so highly, and the overall impression
is one of lower pitch, although the
pitch of the two performances is
identical.
Mozart
composed
little
flute
music, and in one letter he stated
that the flute was an instrument he
couldn't abide. Considering the tunefulness and charm of these works I
think it is fair to state that his
letter must have expressed a mood of
the moment,
and
not
a settled
antipathy.
While Mozart was in Mannheim
during 1777 and '78, a Monsieur de
Jean commissioned some simple flute
quartets. The K. Nos. 285, 285a, and
285b are the result. Although there is
some doubt about the authenticity of
285a, it is generally accepted as the
"real
thing."
These
concerti
are
It may have been the original tape.
Ihave observed that coarseness from
other Everest stereo discs.
JGH
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SPEAKER QUALITY IS THE PRIMARY KEY
TO YOUR STEREO SYSTEM'S SOUND
And speakers are easy to make—and very difficult to design. Speaker Builder, a new quarterly from the
publishers of Audio Amateur, has all the design answers you novice-to-experts need to dramatically improve the quality of sound you're getting from your
stereo system. The drivers are relatively cheap and the
sources for them are all listed in Speaker Builder's
pages. As an experienced ham, you probably know your
way around your audio system already. Here's an easy
way to make what you have sound awhole lot better al
minimum cost.
Speaker Builder can save up to Iwo thirds of the
cost of the speakers—which translates to almost one
third of your outlay for your stereo system. Over
110,000 Americans will build their own enclosures this
year—and you can too! Your dream speaker is probably
well within reach if you build it yourself. There's alot of
help around already and now, Speaker Builder
brings it all together in an assortment of articles that are
comprehensive and amix of both simple and advanced
projects to help you choose and build the best type for
your listening room.

* Bass Reflex
* Horns
* Electrostatics
* Transmission Lines
* Infinite Baffle
*Specials: Ribbon. Air motion transformers
* Basic data on passive and electronic crossovers.

There will be reports on building the many kit speakers
and enclosures now available, and aroundup of suppliers for drivers, parts, and kits. Articles range from the
ultimate (650 lbs. each) to tiny plastic pipe extension
speakers. From time delayed multi-satellites to horn
loaded subwoofers, as well as modifications of many
stock designs.
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The Mariah LS-2 incorporates many design and
engineering concepts that yield a level of performance
that is unprecedented in a loudspeaker of its price.
Quoting 'Audio Alternatives', they deliver a generous
supply of clean sound ... They maintain excellent
depth of imaging. Their hallmark is an ability to
capture much of the dynamic shading inherent in
live music. It is a real pleasure to find an attractive,
light weight, full-range, floor-standing speaker at
this price that transmits some of the excitement
of real music. Highly recommended."
Suggested List $690/pair
The Mariah LS-3 is our newly developed loudspeaker system. The hundreds of hours of intensive
R&D has provided a blend of accuracy, openess,
coherency, and precise imaging never before available at the LS-3's price. We invite you to audition
the Mariah LS-3.
Suggested List $478/pair
MARIAH ACOUSTICS
Rt. 28. Arkville. N.Y. 12406 (914)586-3295
(Dealer Inquiries Invited)

however, there are a few pre-echoes
to be heard before loud passages.
The second side begins with
Liszt's
"Rhapsodie Espagnole,"
a
technically
exacting
as
well
as
musically exciting work which
is
filled
with
fragments
of
themes
somewhat Spanish in character. I did
not find this work as ethnically
evocative as some of the Hungarian
Rhapsodies, but it is a pleasure to
hear some of Liszt's lesser-known
works.
The remainder of the side is
devoted to transcriptions from vocal
material. "Der Muller und der Bach"
is from Schubert's song cycle "Die
Schone Mullerin",
and the "Aufenthalt" is from "Schwanengesang," a
song cycle composed in 1828, the
year Schubert died. Although these
works are gentle and lyrical they
certainly do not lack in intensity. The
final work is
a transcription of
Schumann's "Widmung" from his song
cycle of 1840, "Myrthen." This work
is
strongly
lyrical
as
well
as
dramatic.
Composers
of
the
early
19th
century were fascinated with the
powers of the grand piano which
evolved from the cast-iron frame.
These works demonstrate the power
and demands for tonal variety which
are trademarks of the Romantic era.
The recording is excellent. My
only cavil would be that the miking
gives the ear conflicting cues. The
warmth
and
hall
ambiance
imply
distance, but the percussive attacks
are such as one hears only when
close to the piano. I also detect the
reverberance of a bare, unfurnished
stage.
MG

cello. It's almost worth buying both
recordings just to hear this difference.
I hardly know which of these to
recommend. Both deserve a place in
one's collection, but Iguess if Ihad
to pick, I would choose the Accent.
You can't beat the gentle sound of
those early instruments.
MG

NINA
LELCHUK,
PIANO.
SCHUMANN: Fantasia in C, Op. 17. LISZT:
Rhapsodie Espagnole. LISZT:
Song
Transcriptions of Schubert and Schumann. Telarc DG-10075.
Lately there seems to be a resurgence of the Romantic repertoire
for piano. Much of this music calls
for a wide range of dynamics and
relies
heavily on excellent
piano
technique for its successful performance.
Originally
from
Russia,
Nina
Lelchuk was something of a child
prodigy, attending the Moscow Conservatory at age 13 rather than the
usual 17. Throughout her career her
talent was recognized not only in
Russia but in the West, despite
infrequent performances in her home
country. Finally in 1978 she and her
husband were permitted to come to
the United States, where she now
makes her home. Miss Lelchuk has
chosen
Schumann
and
Liszt
to
demonstrate her technical prowess
and interpretive ability.
Shumann seemed to go on binges,
writing first for one instrument and
then another. It appears that during
the 1830's the piano was his favored
instrument. The "Fantasy in C," the
opening work of the record, belongs
to this period. It is a soul-searching
work with melodic lines and the
sonorous texture which seems so
intimately
associated
with
Schumann's piano music. The fantasy
occupies 32 minutes on one side,
possibly an all-time duration record
for audiophile discs. As a result of
the necessarily close groove spacing,

Top of the Pile
No one has accepted our offer of a
year's free subscription in exchange
for a clearly preferable alternative to
lop of the Pile. In the event that no
one does respond we will be forced to
continue as before. Save us from
ourselves!
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On Tape
Three Tape Recorders

ings. Thus, they have no frame of
reference by which to judge reproduction. Their judgments rely on
having a good aural memory and an
ability
to be aware of
and
to
suppress their own prejudices about
how things should sound. Your own
live
recordings
are
no
absolute
reference (since stereo miking distorts
ambience
and
instrumental
timbres), but at least you have heard
the original sound. (It sure beats
records!) I have also noticed that
those who do live recording tend to
describe reproduced sound in simple,
straightforward terms, rather than
waxing mystical or metaphysical.
My recollection of the sound of
live music told me I needed a better
recorder. But which recorder should I
buy? Iwas insistent that it be a 4channel unit, to allow me to record
Arnbisonics. (Next year, I hope to
review ambisonics, and try to figure
out why the most important technical
advance since electrical recording
has
been
ignored.)*
That
means
scratch Tandberg and ReVox, neither
of which is available in a 4-channel
version. (ReVox designer Willi Studer
has said that surround sound is
useless, and that his firm will never
make 4-channel machines. With that
attitude, Iwould be just as happy if
he was
superseded by
2-channel
digital.)
TEAC and Tascam have 4-channel
decks, but my experience with a
TEAC 450 and reviews in several
magazines suggested that in buying
one of those Iwould just be stepping
out of the frying pan into the fire.
The people at TEAC are fanatics, but
not about sound quality. As for
Fostex, would you buy a Tascam clone
named after a pimple cream?
Crown's superb open-reel decks

Herein commences the magnum opus
(to
date)
of
our
oun
William
Sommerwerck, to wit, the massive
undertaking of an in-depth review of
three different tape recorders. He
has taken this to the extent of using
all three tape decks at the same
recording site fed by the same
microphones, in order to come up
with a legitimate comparison of how
the sound. Careful attention has also
been paid to their measurements.
Although the piece was submitted in
its entirety, space limitations have
forced us to divide it in two. The
conlusion will be presented in Volume
6, Number 1.

Otan iMx-5050 BQ II
Four-channel, quarter-track 1/4-inch
open-reel recorder. 7.5 or 15 ips. 5"
to 1014" reels. Selectable playback or
record for each channel. Variablespeed DC servo tape drive. Built-in
1- and 10-kHz oscillators. Modular
electronics. Full range of record and
playback
adjustments.
Full-logic
transport. Tape counter reads
in
hours, minutes, seconds. Suggested
list price $2995. Manufacturer: Otani
Corp., 2 Davis Drive, Belmont, CA,
94002.
What began as a modest plan to
review one tape deck rapidly escalated into a major project.
It all started because I had
become so unhappy with the sound of
my open-reel Pioneer RT-2044 that I
no longer made live recordings. If I
were to maintain my credibility, I
told myself, Iwould have to get back
to where I once belonged.
Most reviewers, underground and
otherwise, never make live record-

* It was called stereo, and it hasn't
been.
JGH
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are (sadly) long gone, so this left
Otan. Otari's reputation is good,
especially for mechanical quality, and
I'd never met an Otan i owner who
wasn't reasonably happy. So I ordered the current 4-channel version
of
Otari's
MX-5050
(the
BQ-II
incarnation).
And then I got an idea. I own a
Nakamichi 680. Their technology runs
about 5 years ahead of every other
cassette deck manufacturer's,
so
although the 680 is vintage 1979, it
still represents cassette high-tech.
And it has a unique feature: halfspeed
(15/16
IPS)
recording.
A
comparison of the Nakamichi and the
Otan i on
live
music
would
be
illuminating.
I kept thinking. Open reel and
cassette . . . There was one other
"format" -- digital. The Sony PCMFl had just appeared. If Iwere going
to carry TWO decks to an on-location
recording site, why not make it
three? I whined at Sony until they
agreed
to
loan
me
the
digital
processor and an SL-2000 Betapak
recorder.
Ihad recently bought Nakamichi's
NR-200 Dolby C unit. I wondered:
could it really reduce the hiss from
wide-dynamic-range live music to
below audibility? And how would it
compare with dbx-II on open reel?
Thus, two noise-reduction devices
were added to my roster of tests.
(The comparative reviews of these
will appear in a later issue.)
The logistics were tricky. Icould
only have the Sony for 10 days, and I
wanted
to
make
as
many
live
recordings as possible during that
time. Luckily, I have good friends.
One lined up for me a session
recording the Bucks County (PA)
Choral Society, and the other got me
the Baltimore premiere of a new
choral work.
At the Bucks County site I was
treated like dirt. I had the feeling
they expected me to ring the back
door bell like a "common tradesman."
They seemed very much to want the
recording, but not enough to take a

moment to discuss setup or give
advice. The first time you do a live
recording you can expect to be
treated this way. You are not a
performer (spelled "artist"), you are
a technician (spelled "menial"). But,
I got the recording anyway.
The Baltimore session was the
highlight of the project. Ibagged me
a premiere! The Handel Choir had
commissioned a work from a Peabody
composer, Elam Sprenkle. It was a
setting of eight Emily Dickinson
poems for choir, brass and organ.
Except for a slight mid-bass heaviness, it was a smashing recording of
a terrific work.
Why go to all this trouble to test
tape recorders? After all, they're
mostly used to dub discs, so why not
test them that way? There are good
reasons:
I. Hearing live sound, close up, is
a pointed reminder of
just how
AWFUL your system (my system,
everybody's system) and most commercial recordings sound. It curbs
audio arrogance.
2. Despite everything, making live
recordings is fun. The
thrill
of
playing back a good recording that
you made cannot be described. (And
no matter how dull the performance,
you will find that virtually all of your
recordings will
sound better than
most commercial ones.)
3. You acquire recordings that are
useful for equipment evaluation. Or
for
Amazing
and
Amusing
your
friends.
4. The cleanness and neutrality of
your own recording make it easier to
hear differences between recorders,
as well as the similarity in the ways
they mess up the sound.
Besides spending several hours
carefully
listening
to
these
recordings Ialso ran measurements on
the analog machines, partly to see if
they met specs, partly to show some
of the significant differences between the formats. And I have some
unusual tests planned for the future,
which I hope will clearly show the
sonic differences between cassette,
25

Our speakers were designed to work
the way your ear
was designed to hear.
Perfectly.
The human ear is amarvelous
listening mechanism. Its full-range.
single element diaphragm lets you
detect all the subtle details of afine
musical performance. Unfortunately, the
ear can also detect the weaknesses and
defects of fine music poorly reproduced
by an inferior speaker.
Because all Acoustat electrostatic
speakers utilize afull-range single
element just like the human ear, they are
capable of reproducing the performance
exactly as it we recorded. Instead of
taking the music apart with woofers.
tweeters and mid-range speakers.
Acoustat gives it to you in one piece.
with all the detail of the original

performance. Acoustat speakers provide
musical enjoyment unequalled by any
other loudspeaker system, regardless of
price.
iNe'd like you to hear the full story of
the Acoustat speakers. Call us toll free
for the name of your nearest dealer,
then give your ears the music they
deserve.

ACOU5TAT
BRINGING MUSIC "ID LIFE
3tot Southwest First Terrace
Fort Lauderdale. FL 33315
Telephone 305 462 6700

Toll Free 800/327-3136
Dimensions of model shown: 59" x28" x3-1/2"

open reel, and digital.
I would like to thank the people
who made my live recordings possible: CB and MZ, for lining up the
recording sessions, and those unnamed people who gave the permission. I would also like to thank
Jerry Bruck, at Posthorn Recordings,
for taking the time to talk with me,
on
many
occasions,
about every
aspect of recording. His influence is
felt in these and some upcoming
reports, even if it is not always
visible. And now - TaTaah! - to my
findings.

roller is negligible; 3600 feet of it
may be wound and then rewound with
only 1 or 2 seconds of accumulated
error. The display also shows negative times, and can be reset to zero
at any time. A button marked Memory
iflakes the transport wind to 00:00,
from any mode except Record. The
deck's logic does not however anticipate the approaching 00:00, so the
tape often overshoots. A second jab
at Memory will make it zero in at
00:00.
There is no pause control, but the
5050's have true punch-in/punch-out
recording. Once the tape starts, you
push Record to start recording and
Play to stop recording. (There are, of
course, record safety interlock buttons for each channel.) The tape
starts smoothly and quickly, and the
record/play transitions are inaudible,
so there's no need for Pause. The
ability to record or to "drop out" of

Otari MX-5050 BQ II.
Otani makes only professional decks.
The 5050 is the bottom of a "pro"
line, not the top of a "consumer"
line. This series includes three 1/4inch machines, offering 4-track and
2-track stereo and 4-channel quad,
as well as a 1/2-inch 8-channel deck.
They share a comrnon transport, but
one model cannot be converted to
another.
If you've never used a real pro
deck before, you'll be in for some
nice surprises with this one. The
transport
is
superb.
It's
quiet,
smooth,
and
just
"feels
right."
Everything about it is precise and
solid. No matter how fast the tape is
moving, Stop or Play brings it to a
quick, sure stop (in less than 3
seconds). Both in Wind/Rewind and in
Play, the Otan i transport winds the
tape more evenly on the reels than do
most
amateur
machines.
(Ever
squeeze the flanges of a full reel and
hear the protruding tape edges go
"scrunch"?)
The transport's pinch roller produces a once-per-revolution timing
pulse, allowing the LED display to
read out
in
hours,
minutes
and
seconds.
The
deck
"knows" .the
difference between 15 and 7.5 ips,
and reads accordingly. But if you
change speeds in the middle of a
reel, you'll have some fancy calculating
to
do,
to
relate
the
displayed time to the amount of tape
remaining. Tape slippage against the

Otani MX-5050 Reel-to-Reel Recorder
Record on the fly is a desirable pro
feature, but it's mostly for studio
use.
The Edit function is in a similarly
professional vein. It kills the take-up
motor during playback, allowing unwanted sections to spill usually onto
the floor. Once you've found your
editing spot, you'll need a splicing
block, and there's one on the head
cover.
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NOW AVAILABLE
ORIGINAL, NEW CONDITION
f

MERCURY LIVING PRESENCE
Catalog $2.00

DISC-US RECORDS
BUTCH MacKIMMIE

206 NORTH EVANS ST.
McMINNVILLE, OREGON
97128

1

503-472-8723
No Collect Calls

A PROVACATIVE QUESTION is why the supposedly archaic tube
is responsible for so many state of the art electronics! We don't have
afull answer to this question but would suggest that using modern
computer analysis techniques, modern power supply design theory
and sensitive listening has permitted us to advance the art of tube
electronics to a point unimaginable only a few years ago. In fact
we believe that the art of designing tube electronics has just begun
and to help explain this phenomenon we have a 72 page book
entitled UNDERSTANDING TUBE ELECTRONICS which will give
you a basic understanding of tube circuits. In addition there are a
complete set of technical papers on all the products we manufacture including the Futterman OTL amplifier. Send $5 domestic $10
foreign -Ask for Book J. New York Audio Laboratories, 33 North
Riverside Ave., Croton-On-Hudson, N.Y. 10520.

One
professional
feature
is
missing. There is no 2-track play
head. This seems odd; other Otaris
can play the format
they
don't
record. Since there would be room if
a single quad head replaced the two
stereo heads, perhaps Otan iwould be
kind enough to explain this omission.
A friend complained about the
small meters. Four are crammed into
a space that would normally hold two.
But the meters make up for their
small
size
by
having
true
VU
ballistics.* Also, remember that this
machine is intended to be fed from a
console having its own meters, rather
than being used "in the field."
Almost all 4-channel decks have
sel -sync,
and
the
5050
is
no
exception.** This feature has been
* The ballistic characteristic of a
volume-level meter determines the
speed with which the needle reacts to
a transient
and
the
amount
it
undershoots
or
overshoots
as
a
result of it. The definition of a true
VU meter includes a specification for
ballistic characteristic.
** Sel -sync allows one to listen to a
playback from one or more of the
record heads. This is essential for
compiling synchronized multi-track
program material, because in most
open-reel recorders, the normal play
head is located about 1-1/2 inches
behind the play head.
For example, let's say Track 1has
a vocal on it, and you wish to lay
down a piano backup for it on Track
2. If the pianist listens to, and keeps
time with, the vocal corning from the
Track 1 playback head, the piano will
go onto the tape an inch and a half
ahead of the vocal. When both are
played back, they will be out of sync.
(Allowing the pianist to monitor his
own playing by listening to the pianotrack PLAY head is no answer,
because that will put what he hears
out of kilter with what his hands are
doing, and paralyze him.) Monitoring
the vocal from that track's record
head provides for precise synching.

integrated into the design in quite a
remarkable way. The usual hodgepodge of function switches for each
channel is gone. Instead, 3 pushbuttons for each channel select the
monitoring: Source (input), Tape, or
what Otan i calls Sel -Rep. The first
two work in the usual way, and switch
ALL the meters and outputs. The Sel Rep automatically selects playback
from all Record heads that are not
currently being used for recording.
This is quick, simple, and totally un confusing. In short, this is
the
easiest-to-use tape deck I've ever
worked with, and that includes even
the Sony PCM-Fl/SL-2000.
The electronics are all modular,
at least in the sense that hardly
anything is soldered in. Each channel
has its own separate plug-in board.
Access is by removal of the bottom
plate and four front-panel screws,
then tipping of the front
panel
forwards. (All other 5050's can be
aligned through access holes; only
the Q must be disassembled.) Adjustments are on the top edge of
each board, and include record and
playback level, playback and record
EQ for both speeds, bias, lowfrequency compensation (about which
more later), meter and peak-LED
levels,
plus
switches
for
input
sensitivity and output level. The
adjusting pots have large, easy-toreach slots and are well marked.
Alignment is further facilitated by
the built-in 1- and 10-kHz oscillators
as well as a front-panel jack for an
external oscillator.
All inputs and outputs (except the
mike inputs) use professional 3-pin
Cannon XLR connectors, but none are
balanced. On the other hand, the
mike/line mixer outputs are readily
accessible, so the "spare" pins could
be used for noise reduction I/O if you
don't want to use an external preamp.
Otan isays the mike preamps are only
there to hold down import duties
(lower for consumer equipment; recorders without mike preamps are
considered professional), and aren't
very good. I didn't test them. When
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Affordable State-of-the-Art
Ultra high current capability of more than 50 amperes
establishes superb speaker control regardless of crossover load problems.
Each channel has its own independent DC power supply.
Total storage capacity: 98,000mfd-184 joules!
Speaker and amplifier circuit protection is achieved without the use of current limiting.
Front panel LEDs monitor thermal and fault load conditions.
Each channel utilizes six 5MHz devices for a total
dissipation of over 900 watts.

The

All passive components were chosen by in-circuit listening tests.
And not the least important the Model Five is affordable!

RGR Model Five
High Current Power Amplifier

For information and dealer list, call or write .

RER

ROBERT GRODINSKY RESEARCH
6440 N Ridgeway, Lincolnwood. IL 60645
800 323 3665 (In Illinois 312 673 7003)

recordings were made with the three
machines, a single outboard mike
preamp drove all three.
My 5050 was delivered with two
defects: There was a bad solder joint
on a jack on one of the amplifier
modules, and all the PC (printedcircuit) boards had come loose from
their retaining bracket. There was no
external
damage,
so
the
freight
company
must
have
dropped
the
shipping carton squarely on one side
from a substantial height. This is not
a criticism of Otan, but rather a

too short, producing a broad, shallow
rise below I kHz. The measured rise
is almost exactly the amount predicted by plugging the actual component values into the EQ formula. This
error can be eliminated by removing
Q-106 (or the jumper which replaces
it in current production) and changing
R-128 to a 316K 1% metal film.
Following these modifications, R/P
low-end
response
is
smooth and
extended, flat to 40 at 15 ips and 20
at 7.5 ips.
Otari's
recommended
tape
is
Scotch 227, a super-hot high-bias
premium tape at a premium price. (30
bucks for 3600 feet, and the name
Scotch is appropriate: no leaders,
and practically no overage in length.
At 15 ips, it runs for 48:03 minutes.)
Both the test recordings and the
measurements which follow were made
with that tape. Recommended biasing
is 3 dB over-bias at 10 kHz, 15 ips.
(Overbiasing involves increasing bias
until tape output peaks, then further
increasing it until
10-kHz output
falls by the specified amount. It is
standard
professional
practice,
yielding as it does reduced distortion
and drop-out proclivity with negligible loss of high frequencies.) The
manual does not however note that
this is also the recommended bias
point for any tape used with the
5050. I used a Zero-dB point of 200
nW/m for both my open-reel and cassette measurements.
The 5050 was also checked out
using Maxell UD-35 and TDK LX-35
tapes. The wide range of bias and
record
EQ
adjustments
made
it
possible to get flat response with
these quite different tapes as well.
At Zero dB, distortion at 400 Hz
was better than the specified 0.5%. It
was under 0.35% at 15 ips and 0.25%
at 7.5 ips. The 3% distortion point
(generally
considered
to
be
the
overload point) was not reached until
13 or 14 dB above 0 at either speed,

reminder that even professional equipment should be checked out by
the dealer before you take it home.
Measurements
First the bad news. Like the
early-model MX-5050 (reviewed in
Stereophile Volume 3, Number 11),
the current version of the Q has
frequency response problems. They
can however be corrected in a few
minutes, with simple tools.
Most playback heads show lowfrequency
rolloff
and/or
"head
bumps." (These are response peaks
and dips
caused
by the varying
relationship at different low frequencies
between
the
pole-piece
dimensions and the recorded wavelength.) Only a few companies (Nakamichi, Tandberg, Nagra, and Studer)
have bothered to design the specially
contoured pole pieces which minimize
head bumps. Otan i decided that an
adjustable equalizer to correct these
errors would be useful. But it doesn't
do the job and in fact is not needed
at all.
There is no way to set the low end
for flat response with this control. If
the mid bass is set for flat, there is
no deep bass. If it is set for flat
deep bass, the mid bass is audibly
peaked. The response, it turns out, is
much flatter and smoother without
that equalizer. The cure is simple:
remove C- 1I.
The other problem was incorrect
playback EQ.* The time constants are

recorder design. I do not see why
* Playback equalization is one of the
Otan iseems to find it so difficult as
JGH
easiest things to get right in a tape- —> to consistently fail.
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and there was no compression even at
this level. Unweighted s/n ratios
were 52 and 50 dB respectively at 7.5
and 15 ips. A-weighted, the figures
were 57 and 56. Combined with the
3%-distortion point, this gives effective weighted s/n ratios of 69 to
71 dB, thus meeting Otari's specs.
Headroom was exceptional. Imeasured it by increasing the input level
until the rate of change in output
level no longer tracked it. This is a
more stringent test than the usual
one of measuring at 1 dB of output
compression. Nonetheless, headroom
at 15 ips ran from +10 to +14 dB over
most of the midband, was +8 at 10
kHz, and +6 at 20 kHz. In practice,
the headroom is even greater because
the high-frequency energy of acoustic instruments falls off at a rate of
about 5dB/octave above 2 kHz. Thus,
you can drive a premium tape like
this quite "hard" without getting
distortion, dulling, or audible compression. Also notice that the nearlyI5dB midrange headroom indicates
the record amplifier itself has good
drive capability.
Weighted peak flutter was better
than the specified 0.06% at 15 ips
and 0.08% at 7.5, coming in at 0.04
and 0.05% respectively.
Sound Quality
Unfortunately,
my
"reference"
open-reel machine was the Pioneer
mentioned above. Unlike most "serious" audiophiles, I've never owned a
Tandberg or Revox. This makes it
difficult to compare the sound of the
Otan i with that of machines most
Stereophile readers will be familiar
with. Pioneers of the 2044's vintage
received favorable reviews in the
"underground" magazines, but none
of those
reports
was
based on
recording live music. My own experience has been that the 2044 could
copy a disc with little apparent
change in the sound, yet its sound
was noticeably inferior to that of the
Nakamichi when recording live music!
So
there's
a dilemma.
If
I
evaluate a deck by dubbing discs, I
can make an absolute comparison

between the original and the copy,
but Imay not hear all of the things
the recorder is doing to the sound. If
Iuse live recordings for evaluation, I
will hear more of what the recorder
does to the sound but can no longer
make absolute statements about its
sound quality.
I've done live recording often
enough to be comfortable deciding
what is accurate, what is inaccurate,
and what
is
"good"
but merely
euphonic. And I think I'm aware of
the
kinds
of
colorations
stereo
miking itself superimposes on the
sound. Since nobody is likely to buy
an Otan i or Sony PCM just to dub
records, it is especially important to
evaluate
the machines on "live"
music.
But
even
when
playing
commercially
prerecorded
tapes,
the
Otan i sounded very much better than
the Pioneer - in all respects. The
differences
were
immediately and
shockingly
apparent;
it was
like
getting a new, improved tape collection. Tapes I'd played at least 20
times before suddenly had detail and
inner voices
I had
never
heard
before.
My previously made live tapes
sounded much better as well, although the difference was not as
great as with commercial tapes,
probably because the Pioneer was
doing some messing-up during the
Record phase too.
All live recordings with the 5050
were done at 7.5 ips. During a pause
in one of the pieces, Iswitched to 15
ips and recorded at that speed for
about 10 minutes. Comparing the two,
Icould hear no particular difference,
so I recommend using premium tape
at 7.5 ips rather than regular tape at
15.
Reviews of the Nakœnichi 680 and the
PCM Fl will appear in next month's
issue, Volume 6, Number 1.
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Fiction
The Audiophile Murder
Case Part Ill

ning
Linderman is
the
technical
editor of Hi -Fi Assessor, a commercial publication. In his reviews he
claims all electronics that measure
alike sound alike. Windy
Manner
castigated
him
for
that
in
his
editorials, sayin' that because Hi -Fi
Assessor accepts advertisin', Linderman daren't - if he can - compare
one component with another for fear
of offendin' an advertiser."
"That's not so!" was Linderman's
emphatic response.
"Tut, tut, old thing, I'm merely
explainin' Manner's position. Don't
aggravate your heart. Anyway, Plinth,
Linderman was invited to test his
ears' resolvin' capabilities without
recourse to his measurin' devices."
"I
getcha,
Mr. Rance,"
said
Sergeant Plinth. "Now, what about
you, Mr. Corman?"
Addison R. Corman, a gaunt,
haphazard man not quite forty years
of
age,
did
not
respond
until
Linderman nudged him gently. He
seemed to uncoil and expand from
some in-turned dimension, as though
he had just been connected to a

by D. B. Von Din*

A mystery after S. S. Van Dine,
whose Philo Vance novels constituted
a genre of their own.
To date:
When aristocrat and amateur detective Milo Rance and his associate
Von Din arrived at the home of
underground-magazine publisher Windeny Manner for a listening session,
they were greeted at the door by
District Attorney Wotsper. Manner
had been brutally murdered - decibeled to death by his own system, in
a room locked from
the
inside.
Wotsper, Rance, and Homicide Division Sergeant Plinth are about to
interview three men who were present
when the police arrived on the scene.
"Okay," said Plinth. "I wanna know
what time each of you got here. Mr.
Linderman?"
The slight man, who had earlier
been given medical assistance and
was still pale and nervous, started at
the sound of his name. He wore a
utilitarian suit that was neat if not
stylish. He had unbuttoned his collar
and loosened his necktie.
"llh,
excuse me
please."
He
forced a sheepish smile and said in
an apologetically brittle voice, "I
have a weak heart. Idon't need this
kind of excitement. But, umm, let me
see ...,vianner's invitation was for
9:00. Igot here shortly before that."
"And why were you invited?"
"Why, to listen to some equipment, of course."
"Specifically, Mr. Linderman, to
try to hear some equipment," Rance
interjected. "Sergeant, Jason Ben* A spurious
Ergang.

response

from

marginally adequate inflation pump.
His spare frame barely filled out his
rumpled brown jacket and unpressed
denim pants.
"I guess Igot here around 9:00."
His voice was nasal and harsh, the
articulation almost that of one just
awakened from a nap. "I met Selwyn
in
the
lobby
and
we came up
together."
Plinth looked at Wotsper and
Rance. "That corroborates what the
doorman told us." To Corman: "You
here to listen to this stuff too?"
"Not this stuff. To my amplifier."
"To listen to your amplifier?
Whaddya mean?"
The gaunt man's head bobbed
impatiently,
and
he
said
in
a
recitative monotone, "I own a company called Aries Audio. I designed

Barry
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INTRODUCES THE LESS EXPENSIVE APM
LOUDSPEAKER

The APM-77W
•Sensitivity: 90dB (1W, 1m)
•Power handling capacity:
Nominal 100W DIN 45500
Maximum 200W DIN 45500
•Nominal Impedance: 6 ohms
•Cross over Frequencies: 700 Hz and 4.5 KHz
Experience the APM-77W at:
ALTERMAN AUDIO
3213 17th Street
Metaine, LA 70002
1504) 834-7772

PARIS AUDIO
12401 WIlshire Blvd
Los Angeles. CA 90025
(213) 820 2578

D S AUDIO
545 Penn Avenue
West Reading. PA 19611
12151 376-4917

PARK AVENUE AUDIO
425 Park Avenue South
New York, NY 10016
12121 685-8101

PROFESSIONAL PRODUCTS
AUDIO CENTER
4964 Fairmont Avenue
Bethesda. MD 20014
13011 657 2141

1982 Sony Corp ol Amenca Sony and Sony Espnt are registered trademarks of the Sony Corp

RECORDER CENTER
2003 North Henderson
Dallas. TX 75206
(214) 826-87IX/
THREE PHASE AUDIO
104 Foreman DV,
Lafayette, LA 70503
13181 981-4951

the Minotaur Iamplifier that was one
reason for this listening session.
Golden-Ears hated tubes. He shot the
Minotaur down in a preliminary review
last issue in his rotten smear sheet."
Plinth scratched his head. His
pudgy face wore a look of profound
bewilderment. "Tubes? They used to
use those in hi-fi's, didn't they. I
thought they went out with stereo . .
." His voice trailed off.
"Him,
yes,
I do recall
that
review," Rance said, ignoring Plinth.
"Struck me as curious, because he
was always so deuced quick to praise
your other products."
"Not without finding a few faults.
Fle always found something not to like
in everybody's equipment, just to
show how much of a perfectionist he
was. But if you've been reading the
magazine ... Well, you know how the
romance wore off when Ifirst brought
out tubed components." He scowled.
"Golden-Ears damn near sunk me."
"Then it's true that his bad review
caused sales to fall off?"
"Like an anchor."
"Is it also true that you're about
to introduce another transistor amplifier?"
"Well, it's still in the prototype
stage. Mind you, it won't sound as
good as the Minotaur of course, but
it uses a new kind of MISFET that
has
the
same distortion characteristics as tubes . . ."
"I'm afraid you're losing us,"
Wotsper interjected.
"Sorry, old thing." Rance continued to look at Corman but spoke
to Wotsper. "Aries Audio has always
produced some of the finest, most
prestigious
- and
high-priced,
I
should add - audio products on the
market.
They're
considered
nocompromise designs, and their owners
and many critics swear by them."
"But what has all this to do with
Winderley Manner?"
"Everything,
don'tcha
know."
Rance leaned casually on his walking
stick as though they had all the time
in the world. "Manner loved the
transistorized Aries products. When

Mr. Corman here brought out his
tubed amplifier, Manner was almost
manic in his disapproval, and told his
Semper Fidelis readers in no uncertain
terms.
They
read
Manner's
remarks,
and
prospective
buyers
shunned the Minotaur. The negative
publicity even rubbed off on his
other, solid-state products."
Wotsper was staring vacantly at
him, his mouth hanging slightly open.
"Y'see, old dear, in the esoteric
stereo business, when a subscribersupported
magazine
like
Semper
Fidelis becomes a power, it can make
or break a manufacturer who's aiming
his
products
at
that
magazine's
readers. They
tend
to
take
its
reviews as gospel. In fact I suspect
- and so, I believe, did Manner that that is why Corman is planning
to
start making
transistor
components again: to curry favor with
Manner, and garnish some more rave
reviews in his magazine."
Corman
waved
the
suggestion
aside with a raw, callused hand. "I'm
reintroducing the solid-state circuits
because they happen to work better
in
this
particular
configuration,
that's all. Of course, the tubes work
best with this, but old Golden-Ears
thinks - uh, thought - that transistors always sounded better."
Wotsper still looked bewildered.
"Then Igather from all this that you
were here tonight to seek some sort
of judgment - or second thoughts on your iviinotaur amplifier." The
rising inflection indicated a question.
"Yeah. And to persuade him to
submit to a blind test that would
compare the Minotaurs to one of his
favorite
soiled-state
amplifiers."
Rance flicked him a transient smile
to signal that he had noticed the
ironic mispronunciation. "I wanted to
show him his ear wasn't as good as
he liked to think."
"And perhaps to have him retract
his
previous
remarks
about
the
Minotaur?" Rance prompted.
Corman did not choose to pursue
the matter. He shrugged morosely and
(contd. on page 39)
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II

SYSTEMS
It was
only amatter
of time.
The Model 10 Preamplifier, together
with either the Model 120 or the
Model 200 Reference Power Amplifier, represents acombination that
sets new standards for musical accuracy.
Using state-of-the-art electron devices, our technologists have developed proprietary circuitry to preserve
the dimensionality and tonal purity of
live music.
You knew it was
only amatter of time.
The time is now.
Solid state has finally
come of age.
See and hear the full line of BRB Systems
products at your trusted audio dealer.
Write or call for full product
information and the name of the .
dealer nearest you.

:

P.O. Box 2235

9-9 GG6: 4e
1ie
I

Sunnyvale, CA 94087

(408) 730-1363

Viscellany
VTA Adjustment Trick

Dunelien, NJ, showed me a "Geewhy-didn't- I-think-of -that"
trick
that makes setting VTA an order of
magnitude easier. I'm surprised I've
never heard of this idea before, but
neither has anyone else I've discussed it with. The idea is predicated
on the fact that it is easy to find a
crude adjustment of VTA - with many
cartridges,
you
can
eyeball
the
cantilever/disc surface angle for the
nominal 20 degrees - but it is not
easy to do the fine adjustment.
Here is Mr. Bischoff's technique.
First, set up the tone arm, including
overhang, as you normally would.
Then set the tracking force for the
cartridge
in
the
middle
of
its
recommended range (unless it's a
poor tracker, in which case it should
be set in the middle of the upper half
of its recommended tracking-force
range). Adjust the arm-base height
so the stylus cantilever is at about
20 degrees to the record. Then move
the arm up or down, listening to the
result, to find a crude but decent
approximation of the correct setting.
Lock the base height in place.
Now here's the ingenious part.
You
use
the
TRACKING
FORCE
ADJUST to produce fine changes in
VTA. The more tracking force, the
more the cantilever deflects upwards
and
the less
the VTA. With a
cartridge of moderate compliance, a
relatively small force adjustment will
produce a VTA change of a degree or
so. If the sound improves, make a
further force adjustment in the same
direction. If the sound gets worse
(i.e., if the highs get steelier and
rougher), adjust tracking force in the
other direction. If the sound was
improving but gets worse with the
next force adjustment, you've overshot the mark. Go back slightly.
You're probably right on the mark
now, but a few more very slight
adjustments can probably get things

It is generally acknowledged that
changing the vertical tracking angle
of a pickup can affect the sound of
your system. Indeed,
surprisingly
small changes in VTA often produce
quite noticeable sonic changes.
Most "universal" tone arms ones not supplied as an integral part
of a turntable - have provision for
changing their base height and thus
their tracking angle. But, except for
a very few arms, the height adjustment is quite crude compared with
the precision required for optimizing
VTA*, so perfectionists often spend
hours continuously raising and lowering their tone arm, trying to find that
too-elusive correct angle. And when
they do find it they usually change it
again before realizing that the last
setting was perfect.**
Now
there
is
hope.
George
Bischoff of Personalized Audio in
* The Fidelity Research arms, reviewed in these pages to no great
advantage (due to their extraordinarily high mass) in
Volume 4,
Number 9 of Stereophile, do have a
base available which allows almost
infinitely fine adjustment of VTA and
thus can be considered a good buy
for people who are adamant about
correct VTA. Correct VTA of course
varies for each disc due to variations
in record manufacture, which are still
the rule rather than the exception.
LA
** Line-contact styli and ellipticals
with very small minor radii are so
critical of VTA that accurate adjustment requires that it be optimized for
each disc you play. This is one
reason lprefer a spherical tip when I
listen for enjoyment: it is less
critical of VTA, and thus does not
need constant readjustment.
JGH
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STATE OF THE ART PERFORMANCE
IS NOW AFFORDABLE
OUR PHILOSOPHY:

At MUSIC Et SOUND IMPORTS we believe that state of the
art no longer has to cost an arm and aleg. We search throughout Great Britian Et Japan to import to the United States the
finest audio products available at affordable prices.

OUR PRODUCTS:
WALKER CJ55:

This belt drive turntable from Great Britian offers adjustable
subframe design and incredible performance never before
available at so reasonable a price. Don't take our word for it.
Check GRAMAPHONE, HI-Fl NEWS, HI-Fl CHOICE, HI-FI
PLEASURE, etc., etc.

MAS 292:

New from Japan -a perfect companion to the famed CJ55.
This tonearm uses the very desirable thread Et weight method
of anti-skate. Bearing tolerance is superior to any other arm in
the price range. The MAS 282 is compatible with virtually any
MM Et MC cartridge. When combined with the CJ55 the result
is among the finest available.

CREEK CAS 4040:

Newly arrived from England, this integrated amplifier rated at
35 WPC is fast becoming a music lovers delight. The Creek
CAS 4040 reproduces music with detail never before heard at
this remarkable price.

For the name of your nearest dealer please contact MUSIC Er SOUND IMPORTS and
be sure to keep an eye out for our future products.
STU WEIN

MEL SCHILLING

17 NOR WOOD LANE
LAKE RONKONKOMA, N.Y. 11779
15161 585-4746

30 SNOWFLAKE ROAD
HUNTINGDON VALLEY, PA 19066
1215) 357-7858

even closer to perfect.
If you picked your initial rough
setting well, you shouldn't have to
change
the
tracking
force
significantly in order to locate the best
VTA. That's why we set the tracking
force near the middle of a suitable
range rather than at either extreme.
If you've taken the tracking force
near either extreme of its range and
still haven't located the optimum VTA
- or have located it, but too near a
force extreme - change the arm-base
height a little bit and try again.

George has expressed a related
idea to me. Many of us know of
instances where slight increases in
tracking force effected significant
improvements in the sound, even
when there was no noticeable mis tracking. It's George's opinion that
what really happened was that the
VTA was originally a bit too high, and
increasing the tracking force simply
zeroed in on the correct VTA. And
you know, I think he may be right.
AE

(contd. from page 5)

typically the tariff for an evening's
performance. Any
additional
proceeds could go toward the orchestra
management. Of course the recordist
should get a little something for his
efforts too.
Some small record labels will buy
master tapes for commercial release,
others will handle distribution of
discs that they feel meet their
musical and technical (sonic) standards. Either way is recommended
over trying to distribute on one's
own. National record distribution is a
headache, and is best done by those
who by experience have evolved suitable remedies.
Even if an inspired performance is
only distributed locally, it is worth
making available
because of the
pleasure it can bring to those who
love good music. And it could turn
out to be the definitive recorded
version of something.
JGH

destroy the flow of the music.
But what about the cost of all
that tape? Forget it. If at least one
performance
of
each
concert
is
recorded anyway, that tape can be
considered already paid for. The
backups, from other performances,
can be erased and reused if they
aren't needed to edit a release tape.
For a major orchestra like the
Philadelphia or the BSO, which is
always
contractually
straightjacketed by one or another of the big
record companies, it is impossible to
get permission for the release of a
concert recording, presumably because the parent record company is
afraid
a spontaneous, well-miked
recording will compete with sales of
their ersatz plastic "formal" recordings. With other union orchestras,
recently revised union regulations
(1979) now permit the release of
live-performance recordings. But because of musician payment stipulations the cost can be quite high. On
the other hand, if the orchestra
itself and not an outside producer
will be issuing the record, and the
orchestra members agree to the idea,
it is usually possible to negotiate a
payment schedule whereby sales of
the record first pay off its production costs, at which point further
income is distributed among the
musicians up to a specified limit -

(contd. from page 35)
snuggled
back
against
the
sofa
cushions, visibly deflating as though
his valve had been unscrewed. He had
retreated to his private world of
equations and electrons.
(To be continued next month.)
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"I TRADED UP TO..."
ACOUSTAT

KLYNE

ADCOM

KRELL

BRB SYSTEMS

KYOCERA

COLONEY AIR

MOREL

C1 WALKER

NITTY GRITTY

DBX

PS AUDIO

DECCA

PYRAMID

DENNESSEN

OLN

DYNAVECTOR

SONY Compact Disc CDP-I01

EUPHONIC AUDIO

SOUND CONCEPTS

FRIED

SOTA SAPPHIRE

GRACE

SPENDOR

GRADO

STAX

HAFLER

SUPEX

JAN IS

THORENS

KISEKI
We offer an extensive selection of audio accessories at substantial savings when you use your
0-Card. Please

inquire

about:

Cramolin/Monster

Cable

products/Vampire

Products/Div-waçher/Auclio Techntca/Cartalign/Last and more

"I TRADED IN AT Q AUDIO.
Hear Today. Gone Tomorrow.
USED
EQUIPMENT
f

BUY

SELL

TRADE

CONSIGNMENT
AR
AUDIO RESEARCH
McINTOSH
APT/HOLMAN
NAD
DB
CARVER
NAKAMICHI
DYNACO
MARANTZ (Tubes)

95 VASSAR STREET
CAMBRIDGE, MA 02139

B& 0
MARK LEVINSON

617-547-2727
NEW CATALOG

JBL
THRESHOLD

April 83

53.

LINN

DCM 11W
COTTER
FUTTERMAN
SME
MAGNEPAN
CONRAD JOHNSON
REGA
QUAD
DAHLOUIST
B& W
KEF
DENON
SNELL
TANDBERL,

Letters
Systems or Components (Revisited)
Belatedly, Iwould like to add my
own comments about the Recommended Systems and Components question. Both I think are helpful, but
could be improved. For example, the
Class D category should be eliminated from both listings, as it seems
that most of the equipment there
offers little improvement over the
typical Pioneer receiver, etc. and is
therefore of little interest to audiophiles,
whether
they
are
on
a
restricted budget or not.
As
far
as
the
Recommended
Systems
are
concerned,
totally
canned systems don't appeal to me.
Heck, half the enjoyment of it all is
in piecing together one's own system.
(Hopefully, the other half is the
listening pleasure.) Perhaps it is a
help to those who feel they need to
be led in all of life's decisions.
In Volume 5, Number 4 (page 18)
you state: ". . . amplifiers (should
be) predicated on speakers. Cartridges, arms, and preamplifiers too
should
be
considered
as
single
units."
It
seems
that
a good
compromise, for example, would be to
list the amplifiers in Recommended
Components
under
each
of
the
speakers that do them justice. A
similar method could be devised for
cartridge, arm, and 'table combinations. One thing's for sure: It would
give you plenty to do.
Your magazine is very enjoyable.
Keep it up!
Hal Blackmore

Vernacuphobia
I noted the use of the word
"connectored" in the advertisement
for J. Atkinson Engineering (Volume
5, No. 4). This is probably Atkinson's
idea of "the personal touch."
You should be ashamed of yourself for supporting this abominable
misuse of the English language. No
wonder we are in disarray!
Robert P. Epple

l'hanks for your comments. Header
consensus was that both departments
should be retained, which is what we
will do.
In
some
ways,
our
Class-D
recommendations are even more important than the Class-A ones. The
cheaper
components
become,
the

We do not support our advertisers.
They help to support us (although not
much). And our advertising policy
states explicitly that we will accept
any ad that
is not misleading,
scurrilous or -- in the opinions of
most -- in disgusting taste. "Connectored" may qualify for the last
category in the minds of some, but

more their sound quality varies from
brand to brand and model to model.
The buyer with the budget has a far
greater chance of buying a real little
horror of a system in this price range
than in, say, the cost-no-object
range. Sure, a lot of us get as much
pleasure from making our own choices
as from listening, but there are also
a lot of people out there who love the
sound of live music but don't CARE
to make a hobby of high fidelity. They
just want a system that will give
them as good sound as their money
can buy, to live with and enjoy
listening to records on. For them, we
recommend systems.
We would love to be able to list
options for, say, amplifiers to use
with certain speakers, but the fact is
we have yet to find more than a
couple
of amplifiers
that
really
mesh
with
any
given
highperformance loudspeaker.
Besides,
we have plenty to do as it is.
JGH
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be the same length -- the length
needed to get to the more distant
speaker. Untidies can be minimized
by fastening a hook to the rear of the
closer
speaker
and hanging
the
excess length of that speaker's cable
from the hook.
JGH

since the vast majority of Americans
seem to take pride in their illiteracy,
you are in the minority. And in a
democracy, the majority is always
right.
(Even
modern
dictionaries
argue that if 51% of the population
says "I ain't NOT unliterate," then
PRESTO, it becomes correct usage.
And you have to admit, at least
Messrs. Atkinson spelled their abomination correctly.
The coming computer revolution
may raise hod with our traditional
language, but it will do one thing: It
will force people to use the language
correctly, such as it may be. A
computer is maddeningly literal; you
speak to it in its language, precisely,
or it gives you a blank,
noncomposmentis stare. Sleaziness of
communication will
no longer be
acceptable.
And anyway, who's in disarray?
I'm sure as hell not.
JGH

Answer to Puzzler
Fran Van Altenschlager's was so
happy with his budget stereo system
that he tried to keep it looking like
new, which was difficult in the very
dry part of the country where he
lived, because of the omipresence of
fine, abrasive airborne dust. To avoid
scratching the lucite cover over his
phono unit, he had get the dust off
with a feather duster before polishing
the plastic with a soft rag.
But his system had always had an
intermittent problem. Sometimes, it
would distort on loud passages and
skip grooves. Oddly, it never did this
when the lucite lid was raised.
One day, when he had lislaid the
feather duster, he found it was
impossible to blow a layer of dust off
the lucite lid. This led him to the
solution of his problem. His problem
was static electricity. The clues: The
dry climate, and the adhesion of dust
to his lucite phono lid.
If he had noticed the connection,
Frank would have observed that he
only had his problem after he had
polished the lucite phono lid. The
rubbing with the dry cloth built up a
strong charge of static electricity
there, and when the lid was lowered,
this charge exerted a pull on the top
of the tone arm which, while not
strong enough to lift it off the disc,
was enough to reduce its tracking
force from 2 grams to less than 1 —
at which force his cartridge could not
track properly.
Frank solved his problem permanently by dampening his plasticcleaning cloth with anti-static spray.

Cable Lengths
My speakers are in front of one
short wall of my listening room and
the rest of the system is against one
long wall. The distance from the
amplifier to the farthest speaker is
about 15 feet, and it is about 5 feet
from the nearest one.I am now using
two
20-foot lengths
of
Monster
cable, and the excess lengths are
coiled up in an untidy mess behind
one speaker. Would it be all right if I
cut these so that each is just the
right length to get to its speaker? I
have heard that the length of a highquality cable affects the sound.
R. Bennet
We feel that FMI's claim that an
audio cable must be an exact length
or a multiple thereof (to a fraction of
an inch) is nonsense. But since every
speaker cable has a slight effect on
the sound, and this increases with
the length of the cable, it is best to
have speaker cables as short as it is
practical to make them. For the same
reason, though, both cables should
42

The Auc io Chea °skate
This is the second installment of The
Audio Cheapskate, a column inaugurated in this issue. What happened to
the first installment? Well, it was too
long to appear in the space we had,
so it will appear in next month's
issue. The job of the Audio Cheapskate is to search out bargains in the
great
marketplace
of
sound,
in
corners
overlooked by
the more
establishment editorial staff of Stereophile.
The
person
himself
is
ideally situated, both temperamentally and geographically, for the pursuit
of Good Deals. As far as his auditory
credentials, 1 can testify that the
Audio Cheapskate has a much better
than ordinary sound system (which is
constantly changing as he bargains
and barters his way to more musical
sound), a good pair of ears, and q
record collection numbering in the
1000's — all of whose spines are
practically worn off from constant
use. His live music reference is
established on at least a weekly
basis at Carnegie Hall, the Met,
Avery Fisher, and Symphony Hall in
Boston. So readers, attend the Audio
Cheapskate and benefit thereby!

old
records. And
now
that
the
Compact Disc is about to arrive,
we'll want to keep those records in
good shape — many more of them are
going
to
be
irreplaceable,
with
wholesale catalog deletions rumored.
Low-compliance cartridges (which
most moving coils are) just can't
handle heavily modulated grooves
without gouging into the vinyl —
"Ouch!" as Lloyd Nolan says about
his false teeth. Not only that, lowcompliance cartridges do a number on
warped records, as the tracking force
increases dramatically on the downside of each warp.
Those of us concerned with record
wear, then, tend to look kindly on
cartridges such as the Shure V15
Type V, with its moderate compliance
and Dynamic Stabilizer brush, which
tends to even out the tracking force
over warps. What's more, an effective tracking force of 1 gram is
certainly a lot easier on your records
than the 2 grams required by many
moving coils.
There's another funny thing about
moving coils. Ever notice how the
British magazine Hi Fi News talks
about temperature changes affecting
the
cartridges'
performance?
It
seems that in order to track even
half-way
decently,
many
of
the
cartridges have to operate in an
ambient temperture of 68 degrees
plus. Well, what the hell are we who
live in the Frost Belt supposed to do
in the winter? I keep my listening
room at 65 degrees max. And when
I'm not there listening, I kick the
heat down to 55. Apparently, that's
cold enough to congeal the petroleum
jelly or whatever it is that dampens
the cantilevers of many moving coils.
Some wag has suggested selling a
turntable space heater (clip it under
your dustcover) to raise the temperature under the lid to over 70. Who
knows — maybe someone will someday

On the Joys of
Moving Magnets
by Sam Tellig
It ain't just the money you save with
moving magnet cartridges, it's your
records. As JGH pointed out in his
review of the CJ Walker C3-55
turntable (Volume 5, Number 8), lowcompliance moving coils can beat the
hell out of your records. Which is no
problem if you're basically a philistine who's interested only in sound
and not in performance quality — you
toss out your records after a couple
of
years
because
they're
technologically obsolete. Lots of us,
though, have extensive collections of
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offer such a device, along with a
waterbed for turntable bases.
But back to moving magnets and
down to earth. How good does a Shure
V15-5 sound compared, say, to an
original Dynavector Ruby? Well, this
is one man's opinion — but the Shure
sounds damned good. Much better
than the Type IV, which itself wasn't
bad. There's a nicely detailed high
end, ample bass, reasonable imaging
and soundstage width. Naturally, all
the snobs are going to badmouth this
cartridge — it's so reasonably priced!
Igot mine for $125 from Uncle Steve
in New York, with a $50 saving bond
to boot. When the bond comes due,
I'll
have
the
money
to
buy
a
replacement stylus — or down payment on a Type VI.
I've messed around with a number
of other good moving magnets, too.
The Goldring G900IGC or somewhat
less compliant G910 IGC (for mediummass arms) are excellent cartridges - particularly when you buy direct
from England, for less than $100
shipped. (Send your VISA or MasterCard number and expire date to
Fotronix, Cousteau House, Greycaine
Road, Watford, Herts
WD2
4SB,
United Kingdom.) Incidentally, if you
are a moving coil nut, they can get
you good prices on Dynavectors, too - and they take trade-ins. They're
also an excellent source for arms.
And if you need a cheap head amp,
you can order a battery-operated
British QUED head amp for around
$50. According to Hi Fi Answers this
little head amp is a terrific bargain.
The two Goldring moving magnet
cartridges just mentioned feature van
den Hul styluses and sound very
open, sweet and detailed. Their only
drawback, so far as I can tell, is a
little shyness in the bass and not the
greatest imaging. Soundstage depth
also seems a little flat. But these
are very fine cartridges, sensibly
priced.
So is the AKG P25MD 24. This
transducer — a moving flux design —
got a real bad press in England when

it was originally introduced as a highcompliance model. The trick is to look
for an AKG P25 24 (the "24" refers to
the compliancerand buy it in the
United States. A little bright on the
high end, this cartridge sounds best
to me when the impedance is reduced
to around 25 kOhms and the capacitance brought down to around 200
picofarads.
It
has
a wonderful
soundstage — wide and deep — a very
convincing bass, and a completely
open high end. It also tracks like a
dream at 1%. grams. The cartridge
lists for $250, but I bought mine for
less than $100.
I'm sure there are plenty of other
good moving magnets around. Sources
in Boston say that the people who
work for Apt like the Signets. And a
lot of people like the top-of-the-line
Stantons and Pickerings.
Just remember, if you're going to
get into Compact Discs, you're not
going to want to spend a bundle on
cartridges for your old analog phonograph. And you're going to want your
record collection to last. Moving
magnets make more sense than ever!

What Monthly Issues??
Astute readers will have noticed
that upon occasion periods of longer
than one month will go by without
receipt of Stereophile's latest issue.
The publishing staff is cognizant of
these delays, and after struggling
unsuccessfully for several issues to
catch up, has resigned himself to a
schedule of approximately every five
weeks. Accordingly, our monthly date
has been dropped from the Table of
Contents to avoid a larger and larger
discrepancy between printed date and
mailing date. This was a disappointment, but given our previous history
and our tiny staff it's not all that
bad. Consideration has been given to
a publishing schedule of six times a
year. For the time being we will stick
to our ten times a year but opinions
from readers are most welcome on
this issue.
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REFERENCE QUALITY AUDIO COMPONENTS

Accuphase • Adcom • Ariston • Audio Interface
Beveridge • Bipolar • B & K Components
Counterpoint • DB Systems • D & K Imports
Decca • Dynavector • Electrocompanient • Entec
Esoteric Audio Research • Grace • Hafler • ISOS
Kiseki • Kimber Kable • Klyne • Koetsu • Krell
Lustre • Martin Logan • Orsonic • PS Audio
Precision Fidelity • Sidereal Akustic • SME • Snell
Souther e Spica • Stax • Sumiko • Supex
Symmetry • Talisman • Thorens • Triad • VPI
Call for appointment and/or information or send $2.00 (refundable)
for complete product brochure, complete shipping and export facilities
Bank cards accepted

GREENFIELD EQUIPMENT
BOX 225C RIVER FOREST, IL 60305 (312) 771-4660

Reprints and Back Issues
We still have on hand a limited number
of the softbound reprints of our first
and second 12 issues. If you're curious about how and why this whole
business of perfectionist audio got
started (It was all our fault!), these
two reprints are a not-too-compact
history of the whole sordid affair.
Volume 1 contains 240 pages and
covers the years 1962 to 1966, and
Volume 2 has 290 pages and covers up
to Spring of 1971. Both are 8-1/2 by
11 size (That's the way we were then!),
and the price is $25 each.
Also available in rapidly-dwindling quantities, for the princely sum of $4
each, are original, unsullied copies of the following back issues (Volume and
Number): 3-3, 3-4, 3-5, 3-6, 3-7, 3-9, 3-11, 3-12, 4-1, 4-5, 4-6, 4-8, 410, 5-1 and 5-2. Good Xerox copies of out-of-print issues from Volumes III
& IV (Volumes I and II are not available) can be obtained for the exalted
price of $7.50.
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"QUALITY MUSIC AT AN AFFORDABLE PRICE"
The ST-140 is a70 Watts per side Class "A" Power Amplifier at under $500. Designed from alisteners' point of view, the
ST-140 uses acascode differential in the front end, combined
with apower mosfet output stage. To hear the difference, call
us at (716) 652-7667.
B&K Components Ltd.
P.O. Box 331

Orchard Park, N.Y. 14127
(716) 652-7667

base and top; transformer has been
modified for better performance; this
pair is very reliable, $1800 or best
offer. A classic amplifier that will
drive
anything: Threshold
800A,
$1400; very few produced, this has
become
a much-sought-after
collector's item. Audio Research SP3a,
Van-Alstine modified, genuine Telefunken tubes with few hours (they
make a
difference), $450. Audionics BT-2, excellent condition, $200.
Audionics CC2, also excellent, $200.
Pioneer RT-2022/44 semi-pro open reel
tape
deck,
carefully
maintained;
$1000. Technics SP-10 in massive
Mitch Cotter base with one cut and
one blank tone arm mounting plate;
these were originally over $2000, this
one only $1400 or best offer. Call
Larry at (505) 982-2366 days.

Audio Void
Rates: Private 20¢ a word; Commercial
a word. Multiple insertions must be prepaid; we do not bill
for Audio Mart.
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RR SALE
SCHOEPS
CONDENSER
MICROPHONES.
Small,
single-diaphragm,
transformerless;
simply
superb in
stereo pairs. Call or write: Jerry
Bruck,
PO STHORN
RECORDINGS,
142 West 26th St., New York City,
NY 10001.
*212-242-3737*
STEREOPHILE DEMO AND TEST SALE:
three (count them, 3!) pairs Infinity
RS4.5 speaker systems, all good
condition, $1800 each pair or best
offer. All
three
pairs
uncrated,
located in different parts of the
country,
freight and crating negotiable depending on your location.
One pair Dayton-Wright XGIO Mark 3
Series 3, excellent condition, your
choice of grille cloths, rosewood

DYNACO MK VI stereo pair. Two
years light use. Bias modified. (518)
563-3549.
BUY DIRECT TAX FREE superb new
model Mayware MkIV tonearm including super sounding MC-2V (Vital)
stylus moving coil cartridge complete
$175. MC-2V sold separately $79.
Koetsu, Kiseki, Karat equals Kami-

JORDAN 50 MM MODULES. 100 Hz-22kHz (+/- 3dB) on axis, 20W continuous,
50W maximum, distortion 0.5% 200 Hz to 5 kHz @ 85 dB SPL (one tenth of
conventional high quality loudspeakers). Send $5 for the 40-page Jordan
Manual (theory, applications, specifications, 5 system plans), refundable
with order. Jordan modules - $70. Write: Opus Rager Co., PO Drawer H,
Foresthill, CA 95631. Call: Russ at (415) 494-2700.
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kazi. Visa/MC accepted. Info. $1 bill.
Mayware PO Box 58, Edgware, Middlesex, England.
FRONT END FIRST: Logic, Ariston
U's; Technics EPCU 205111 (no adapter needed!), Ortofon, AKG phonos; SME, AT, Linn Arms. Stereo
Designs 1445 44th St. NW, Washing-

tapes. Recordings from both analog
and digital masters. Quarterly newsletter
and
catalog. Direct-to-Tape
Recording
company,
14-L
Station
Avenue, Haddon Heights, NJ 08035.
VHS/Beta digital demonstration recording DTR-8217: $27 shipped.
POWER TO THE PEOPLE! Most complete publication available on regulated
power
supply
construction
$16.50. MEGACABLE - our scientifically designed 300 MHz interconnect
and
speaker cables
deliver
what
others only talk about!
37e SASE
brings
regulator/cable
information.
Midwest Audiophile Supply, Box 3,
Emerson, NE 68733. (402) 695-2509.

ton DC, 20007. (202) 333-1073.
SPECIAL SALE on CJ Walker and
Spica SC-50i. David Berning, Precision Fidelity, Audioquest,
SOTA
Sapphire, and PSE. THE MOUNTAIN
EAR,
Box
774,
Aspen,
Colorado
81612. (303) 963-3269.
SONY ESPRIT DEMO UNITS: TA-E900
preamp, $1450; TA-N900 power amps,
$2000 each; SE-P900 equalizer, $800;
APM-8 speakers, $6000/pr.; APM-6
speakers,
$5000/pr.
Sony PCM-10
machine:
1 new, $1200;
1 demo,
$1050. KMAL Record Cleaning Machine, Demo $800. Harman Kardon
Citation XX power amp, new $5000.
B&W
801
used,
$2000/pr.
B&W
DM7/II demo, $600/pr. Sony Audio
Lab PS-B80 turntable demo, $700.
Mission 775SM/774/773 demo, $900.
Three Phase Audio,
104 Foreman
Drive, Lafayette, Louisiana 70503.
(318) 981-4951.

RAW DRIVERS, high-end kits and auto
speaker
systems.
Specializing
in
plastic cone speakers, our brands
include Audax, Dalesford, Dynaudio,
Jordan, Peerless, JVC, SEAS, Philips,
Becker,
Pyle,
and
FalconAcoustics. Featuring the "Bill Reed"
Signature Kit. Free price list. A&S
Speakers, Box 7462P, Denver, CO
80207. (303) 399-8609.
STRATHEARN

LINE

SOURCE ribbons

and systems. Dynaudio ultra-fast,
high power bass and dome units.
Morel 3" domes and 3" voice coil 634"
drivers. The superb D-I kit. Hi-vlaue
electronic crossovers and kits from
Shadow Engineering. Enclosures, Wesco, Wonder caps much more. Guaranteed lowest prices, fast, informed
service. 40 page catalogue $2.00.
AUDIO CONCEPTS Dept St., 1919 S.
19th, LaCrosse, Wisconsin 54601.

QUAD OWNERS CLUB. Our purpose is
to relay information on optimizing the
pleasure of the world's finest speaker. For information contact Quad
Owners Club, 33 N. Riverside Ave.,
Croton-on-Hudson, NY 10520.
PERFORMANCE
RECORDINGS,
by
James Boyk. "Magnificent" — Stereophile on album PR-3. Information,

ATTRACTIVE
PRICES:
Dynavector,
Grace, Fulton, Linn, Koetsu, Stax,
FR, Shure, Quad 63. Also Walker,
SOTA,
BRB
Systems,
Accuphase.
(713) 728-4343. Maury Corb, 11122
Atwell, Houston, Texas 77096.

dealer list: Harmonia Mundi USA,
2351 Westwood Blvd., Los Angeles,
California 90064. Eager?
DIRECT-TO-TAPE RECORD' NGS:
REAL TIME DUPLICATED REELS (2/4
track with optional Dolby B/C, TypeX
noise reduction); CASSETTES (Dolby
B/C, TypeX);
and DIGITAL
CASSETTES (VHS and Beta) from master

WANTED
MCINTOSH, MARANTZ, ARC,
ern Electric tube equipment.
728-4343.
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